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Abstract
This thesis describes the requirements and realization of a set of change detection
strategies which are widely applicable to hosts connected or reconnecting to the
Internet.
Link change detection is required by Internet hosts where their configuration
is being used for ongoing communication. It allows hosts to identify which of their
existing addressing or routing configurations are no longer valid, and may identify
when reconfiguration operations need to be run. This is particularly useful in networking environments where changes are common, and may affect the operation
of applications. One particular example is wireless networks which are becoming
increasingly popular in various forms.
The latest revision of the Internet infrastructure (IPv6) has inbuilt addressing,
routing and security mechanisms for host autoconfiguration. Recent additions to
IPv6 standards allow for mobile host roaming in the wireless Internet. The methods
presented in this thesis apply advanced change detection and management strategies
to IPv6 while maintaining compatibility with existing IPv6 host autoconfiguration
and mobility mechanisms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The Internet is changing.
It is expanding in two directions which impact upon its long term future.
The first change is that there is a proliferation of access technologies which are
being applied to supporting internet protocols. In the last 10 years, wireless access
infrastructure for the Internet has gone from being a curiosity to a mainstream
reality. Not only are well-managed cellular carriers interested in pursuing wireless
Internet but a series of lower cost, less-managed networks are appearing, which take
advantage of advances in new wireless technologies’ value and utility.
The second way in which the Internet is changing is the rapid adoption of
real-time services over Internet Protocols (IP). While video and streaming services
are steadily becoming more available, a significant surge in the deployment of Voice
over IP (VoIP) services has occurred in recent years.
The confluence of wireless and media services leads to significant challenges
for protocol designers and network deployers. This thesis attempts to tackle an
impediment in the network-to-network handover process, which impacts on the
deployment of real-time peer-to-peer applications over wireless internetworks. It
describes challenges associated with supporting wireless connectivity for IPv6 hosts,
and provides change detection strategies for devices which move between attachment
points in the Internet.

1

1.1

Ubiquitous wireless Internet

Recent trends toward providing Internet access for hosts have focussed on wireless interfaces such as those found in cellular networks [13][55] and Wireless LANs
[35][96] although satellite coverage in the access infrastructure is still being explored
[41].
Wireless networks typically have higher packet loss than their wired counterparts [10], and have potentially ephemeral connectivity. In this case, interference,
or attenuation of signals may cause loss of packet transfer, or explicit handover
to another wireless base station or gateway. This is particularly the case with indoor packet reception which is severely attenuated by multipath at higher frequency
microwave bands1 .
While Internet services based on cellular and Wireless LAN connections are
susceptible to packet errors and fading propagation of radio and microwave signals,
they incorporate systems to allow mobile stations to change cells and movement
between wireless base stations within a network. Where wireless hosts are unable
to ensure connectivity, they therefore need to be able to quickly and robustly adapt
to changes in Internet access.

1.1.1

Trends in internet mobility

Movement of a wireless connection between base-stations in a cellular or Wireless
LAN network allows raw data transfer to be re-directed onto a better radio channel,
path or code. Internet packets though maintain their own identity, in the form of
destination and source Internet addresses. One of these addresses is associated not
only with the wireless station, but with the address of the network to which the IP
network where the station is attached.
For example, in IPv6, a host discovers its network’s address component (called
an address prefix, or prefix), through IPv6 Router Discovery [76]. This allows the
computer to configure an address with a prefix which is correct for the network
[34][101]. Packets which are sent to this address will first be forwarded to one of
1
Although multipath is being used for space-division multiplexing in the latest wireless LAN
protocol specifications based on multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology.

2

the routers connected to the network based on the prefix. Subsequently, a router
will consult its Neighbour Cache to deliver the packet locally to the destination
computer.

Router Discovery

Neighbour Discovery
Routing Protocols

Neighbour Discovery

Figure 1.1: Communications paths between pairs of hosts on the IPv6 Internet. If a
destination isn’t on the same link, packets are forwarded through routers determined
through Router Discovery. A router on the same link as the recipient performs
Neighbour Discovery for the destination address. Alternatively, if router discovery
indicates that the destination is local, neighbour discovery is used directly.

Within the Internet, the destination address of a packet is only valid for a single topological location. Movement of a host out the range of this subnet prevents
routers directing packets to it. Also, changes to a hosts connectivity modify its
ability to send packets through its configured router. If packets are attempted to
be transmitted via a router which is no longer available, they will not go anywhere.
It is equally important that packets sent from a mobile computer have an appropriate source address for the network where they originate. Current ingress filtering
practices allow Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to discard packets sent with source
addresses which do not match their origin access networks prefix. Therefore, unless
a system is configured with an address and a router which is appropriate for its
connected IP subnet, it is unlikely to either send or receive data successfully [56].
3

Neighbour
Discovery

Router
Discovery
Routing Protocols

Figure 1.2: Address changes due to user mobility and their effects on communications paths in the IPv6 Internet. A host host which changes its connectivity to
the Internet may have invalid discovered router information, and existing traffic
delivery from a peer will be lost as packets are sent to a prior address.

1.1.2

Internet mobility mechanisms

To cope with IP subnet change packets must be received at and sent from new
addresses, appropriate to the new network. Most IP transport-layer mechanisms
were designed without mobility or wireless communications in mind. They assume
that IP addressing remains constant throughout the communication, and that a
host which is contactable on one address does not change it [99]. Therefore change
of network address such that an existing session is unable to communicate with its
originally configured value will cause irrecoverable errors for that session. While
for short communications (such as web-page download) a session may quickly be
restarted with a new address, for longer term communications such as VoIP telephony calls, management of address changes is likely be a significant issue.
When a host has actually changed addresses, it must update either update its
peers, or a mobility service, which can mask change from peer hosts2 [56]. Several different systems have been proposed to ensure that an Internet host has the
2

This preserves delivered packet semantics, unlike NAT.
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Channel Scanning
Link-Layer Signalling
Mobility Signalling
Change Detection
Existing Data Path

Figure 1.3: Operations required for wireless internet service restoration. The host
undertakes probe operations at the link-layer, and which are reliant on physicallayer propagation and channel properties. Link-layer access procedures occur, and
then change is detected. Some local configuration operations may occur, and any
peers with stale information are subsequently updated.

capability of maintaining connections when the IP address of its network changes.
The 3GPP is the standards organization developing Third generation cellular telecommunications networks, including GPRS and UMTS. In order to support
Internet connectivity through changing network attachment points, the 3GPP has
standardized a tunnel movement protocol called GTP [46] which allows communications from 3G Internet hosts to be tunneled back to an unchanging central location,
over a link-layer tunnel. This tunneling ensures that cell changes do not cause IP
subnet changes which may cause problems to transport-layers. Existing deployment
scenarios for cellular networks using GTP are infrastructure intensive in the access
network. This means that running a wireless Internet access service is expensive,
and cannot be done by every organization.
Mobile IP (including Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [56]) is a set of technologies which
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allow the Mobile Node (MN) to control its own address tunneling. MIPv6 provides
an address mapping and tunneling service from a constant home network. The
MN is always available through the Home Agent, which it updates whenever its
visited access network changes. MIPv6 operates at the network-layer, isolating
changes from upper layer protocols by using standard IPv6 encapsulation and IPsec
tunnels to transfer packets between devices on the network. Packets tunneled to
and from the home agent are delivered by normal IP routing procedures, and need
no more infrastructure in the access network than is provided by standard IPv6
function. Additionally, direct mobility aware communication between end nodes
may be achieved through end-to-end negotiation, and this needs no support from
access network entities. The lack of support required from the network makes IPv6
wireless access networks cheap and easy to maintain.

Correspondent
Node

Home
Agent

Correspondent
Node
(Direct)
Mobile
Node

Figure 1.4: Movement across link boundaries causes mobility signalling to peers on
the Internet. An overview of Mobile IPv6 is shown. Unless Correspondent Nodes
are communicating directly with the Mobile node, they are isolated from changes by
the Home Agent. Dashed arrows show previous data path before (dotted) signalling
updated the correspondent and Home Agent with the mobile’s current location.

SCTP is a modern stream based transport-layer protocol which is aware of the
possibility of IP address changes [99]. It provides procedures which allow change
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of IP to transport-layer mapping without requiring GTP or MobileIP tunneling.
Current deployment of SCTP is not widespread, and conversion of applications to
use SCTP typically requires software API availability, minor source code modifications and re-compilation. Therefore, it is unlikely to swiftly replace deployed
stream-based TCP and UDP applications in the near term.
A number of other protocols being developed within the Internet Engineering
Task Force also support dynamic multi-addressing (and to some extent mobility)
[4][37][38]. Each of the internet based protocols requires indications when network
configurations change in order to initiate address-update signalling.

1.2

Supporting wireless Internet growth with IPv6

Wireless internetworks have the potential to vastly expand the number of devices
directly connected to the Internet. Scalability limitations in the current IP architecture have necessitated revisions to the protocol and routing infrastructure to IP
version 6 (IPv6) which should allow for such an expansion.
In the following subsections, key drivers for the use of IPv6 are described, in
order to motivate the thesis’ focus on this technology.

1.2.1

IPv6: Automatic configuration with end-to-end communications

IPv6 provides a wide platform for IP based communications services through its
support of end-to-end communications, but also through clever auto configuration
techniques. IPv6 supports the widely deployed DHCP configuration system [32][34],
but also introduces a stateless configuration mechanism for autonomous configuration of unicast addresses [101]. These systems provide options for completely
serverless address and configuration which should allow completely autonomous
configuration of IPv6 hosts without significant administration [33][34][76][101].
Router discovery is supported by IPv6 routers, to provide first hop routing
configuration to hosts. It identifies local destinations automatically, and hosts are
able to automatically track configuration changes over time. IPv6 Neighbour Dis7
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DHCP
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Figure 1.5: Stateless (left) and Stateful (right) addressing in IPv6 networks. Stateless Address autoconfiguration of a global-scope address relies upon prefixes advertised in a Router Advertisement [76]. The prefix is appended to a host generated
interface identifier suffix. Stateful Addressing makes use of DHCPv6 message exchanges, the shortest of which is Solicit/Reply with rapid-commit [34]. DHCP
stores allocated address state in a server, which may be co-located in a router, or
messages may be sent by a DHCP relay (R) to an offlink server (S). Both address
configuration systems use Duplicate Address Detection to check for existing nodes
using the same address.

covery replaces ARP which was used in IPv4 to resolve adjacent hosts’ link-layer
addresses [76]. It maintains a cache of Link-layer to IP address mappings learned
during Router Discovery, or when devices within a subnet choose to talk to each
other. IPv6 Neighbour cache semantics are very closely tied to those used in ARP
[88]. These systems allow generic configuration of addressing and routing information without administrator intervention, which is a key feature in provision of
scalable Internet services in the next generation of wireless networks.

1.2.2

The end-to-end principle

The Internet today provides most users with a limited subset of services, where computers on the network act as clients for fixed servers. The services in widest use by
the populace are World-Wide-Web (http) browsing, E-mail, and instant messaging.
All of these services now currently treat users as strictly service consuming.
Other internet services which are emergent within organizations and local area
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networks are Voice over IP (VoIP), video-conferencing, video streaming and interactive gaming. In these systems, not only are there strict time delays associated with
data transfer, but each node participating takes on some operations traditionally
assigned to server devices. VoIP itself has been a big winner within businesses, with
wide adoption of low cost long distance telephony, by using existing IP infrastructure [102].
The original design of the Internet relied upon end-devices (hosts) to choose
which services to provide, and how to interpret received application data. This
reliance is called the end-to-end principle [93]. End-to-end communication in the
Internet entails that hosts send packets through the network without content modification by intermediate network nodes. By relying on the fact that data remains
unmodified, developers have been able to specify new applications easily, which has
in turn spurred internet technology adoption.
While the capability to specify new applications easily for communication between sets of end-systems was a major factor in early internet technology adoption,
the growth of the Internet to date has put pressure on the capability to send messages without modification between Internet computers3 . While the original IP
address space allocations in the public Internet are not completely exhausted [53],
one of the principle factors in slowing down IPv4 address exhaustion is the wide
deployment of Network Address Translation [45][98].

1.2.3

The end of end-to-end

Network Address Translation (NAT) is a service which modifies IP datagrams passing through a gateway device within a network. It provides a per-host or per
transport-layer session correspondence between an externally routable public Internet address and the communicating end host’s configured address, which may not
be visible from the Internet [98]. Typically, addresses are network address translated due the lack of IP addresses allocated for the communicating computer’s local
network4 . Such address scarcity is common in home and small business usage today.
3

An in-depth discussion of the issues impacting upon the end-to-end principle is currently
available at [57].
4
Three reasons cited by users for making use of NAT are address shortages, privacy concerns or
an attempt to provide access security [79]. Of the three concerns, the attempt to provide security
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Figure 1.6: Communications between pairs of hosts on the Internet. Devices at the
top of the diagram have public Internet addresses, while those at the bottom are
reaching the internet through network address translators.

Network address translation breaks the end-to-end communications principle
by modifying the meaning of received packets. When an application whose session
has been NAT’ed wishes to communicate its identity or ports for the purpose of
further communication to a peer, it is unable to authoritatively say which address
or address and port pair it may be contactable on. Additionally, port-based address
translation systems provide an almost insurmountable barrier for those wishing to
support a wide set of services within a network[92]. With less IP addresses than
serving computers available, there is no way to provide services except from a single
host (per NAT address) within a network. This slows the spread of peer-to-peer
applications such as VoIP, as well as more simple WWW and file server applications
being run between Internet clients and servers on the LAN.
is misplaced, since equivalent capabilities can be provided by firewall security gateways. Firewalls
exist at network intersections, and acting as choke points to control packet flows into and out of
networks. While Firewalls interrupt packet flows, at least they maintain packet integrity when
they act as packet filters [90]. The second concern, that of privacy is somewhat mitigated by use
of IPv6 privacy addresses for outbound client-server communications [75].
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So while the IPv4 Internet today is not dead, it is stagnating from the point of
view of new application adoption, and NAT is hampering deployment of real-time
peer-to-peer communications, when attempting to cross an organizational network
boundary.

1.2.4

The reason to move to IPv6

Recent movements have seen a much wider range of peer-to-peer applications developing across the Internet. Many of these systems have attempted to provide
user-to-user interaction, either through real-time audio and video streaming between systems, or information sharing. Based on the current addressing model
for the Internet, this requires relays of data through servers operating beyond the
network address translated network, and sophisticated protocols to determine the
reachability and addressing of nodes [8].
As each new peer-to-peer application is developed, either:
• More globally addressed server infrastructure is required
• More sophisticated traversal and relay discovery systems need to be developed,
or
• The applications remain tied to the peer-to-peer overlay network required to
traverse NAT.
None of these solutions is desirable for the long-term health and development
of the Internet. As such, it is important for new systems to approach future peer-topeer networking tasks, with appropriate addressing and identification mechanisms.
Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) is the Internet Engineering Task Force’s
(IETF’s) response to the lack of available IP addressing space in the current Internet. With the single currently allocated unicast address block, IPv6 provides
enough networks to be potentially sufficient for > 245 (> 3 × 1013 ) organizations.
(each network containing at least 256 subnets) [50]. If IPv6 was adopted globally,
there would be enough IP Networks available for every human habitation, which
would effectively remove all need for NAT as an address conservation strategy.
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1.3

Movement and change in IPv6

Wireless hosts movement is sometimes associated with changes in configuration
state. This section describes movement and change detection strategies appropriate
for IPv6 hosts.

1.3.1

Movement and non-movement in IPv6

When the wireless host moves between wireless cells, it may be changing IP network,
address prefix and router, or it may not. Current Internet deployment strategies
do not constrain the topology of IP access networks, and any of the scenarios represented in Figure 1.7 are allowable in the Internet today.

Basestation/
Router

Single Router
Single Cell

Single Router
Multiple Cell

Multiple Router
Single Cell

Figure 1.7: Movement scenarios for Wireless Internet hosts. A computer may move
between any pair of base stations.

In the diagram, four different scenarios are portrayed:
• Wireless base-stations may be part of an IP router.
• Wireless base-stations may be associated on a one-to-one basis with an (IP
subnet, router interface) tuple.
• Many base stations may provide connectivity to the same IP subnet and
router.
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• Multiple IP routers (possibly with different Internet connections) may be
available on one subnet.
Hosts therefore have to deal with links containing single or multiple routers, spanning single or multiple cells. Links with multiple routers and cells together are also
possible. This means that the hosts need to be able to manage any of the scenarios.
When hosts move such that they are no longer on the same IP subnet, they
have to update their configured addresses, routing information, and potentially
undertake signalling to redirect packets to its new location. If the mobile host
is actively engaged in packet reception or transmission, it is important to try to
minimize the time when a node is misconfigured, or has not completed mobility
signalling [76].
Cell changes may be common especially for networks with many Wireless LAN
or Bluetooth Pico Cells, and do not necessarily imply IP subnet change. Because of
this, it is valuable to be able to determine that configuration procedures don’t need
to be done, in order to save on excessive wireless transmission, which is a significant
drain on battery resources for Mobile Nodes.

1.3.2

Router Discovery in wireless and mobile environments

When a host is connected wirelessly to the network, link-layer changes occur due to
channel characteristics or mobility. Changes to the validity of routing configuration
may result when such lower-layer changes take place.
In this case, the mobile host may need to rapidly determine new routing and
addressing configuration. In most situations in IPv6, this requires Router Advertisement reception. Router Discovery as currently defined has a set of timers and
behaviours aimed at preserving resources on the IPv6 router and link. In some
cases, these existing requirements have been found to be detrimental to handover
performance and may be optimized [28][56][77].
Change detection for Mobile IPv6 is critical when no authoritative information is available about which subnet a host is connected to, and packet transfer is
underway. In MIPv6, movement or link change detection is required so that a host
can configure a global IP address and then signal to its home agent. It is therefore
13

on the critical path of operations before IP packet flow can be restored.
As part of the development of the final specifications of MIPv6, IETF Mobile
IP working group determined that:
1 Existing Neighbour Discovery prevents timely reception of IPv6 Router Discovery messages used in MIPv6 movement detection.
2 The initial mechanisms defined for MIPv6 movement detection either didn’t
work as intended, or were dangerous in some environments.
While effort went into determining valid procedures for movement detection,
standardization of Mobile IPv6 necessarily proceeded without a full resolution of
this issue5 .
Further work by Choi and Daley provided some analysis of the issues related
to movement detection in IPv6, and this led to the publication of [16]. Some of the
concepts identified from the draft are presented below in section 2.4.

1.3.3

Detecting Network Attachment

Several IETF documents (particularly DHCPv6 [34] and MobileIPv6 [56]) attempt
to determine whether IP configuration is valid using a Movement Detection procedure. Each of these attempts to perform the same task: that of quickly ensuring
that IP subnet change has not occurred.
In addition, other IP subsystems make use of such data, or may do so if it
is available, to reduce signalling, improve performance or generate new addressing.
The strategies used to identify change in these scenarios are collectively termed
“Detection of Network Attachment”. Systems which Detect Network Attachment
in IPv6 are primarily concerned with transition outside one link-local addressing
domain and into another.
Each of the systems below use attachment information to aid their configuration, or directly rely on current IPv6 Neighbour/Router Discovery mechanisms to
undertake configuration.
5

The author of this report contributed text to the movement detection sections in the draft.
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• Mobile IPv6 Movement Detection [56]
• Dynamic Host Configuration [32][33][34]
• Stateless Address Autoconfiguration [101]
• Upper layer protocols (TCP, UDP, SCTP) [3][89][99]
• Multicast Delivery [104]
• Network-layer Authentication [44]
Each of these may perform link change detection signalling or send configuration messages when they suspect link change has occurred. As such, they could all
benefit from common reliable change detection mechanisms.
Movement and change detection techniques are outlined below with a discussion of the commonalities in their procedures and a potential solution to the
proliferation of detection mechanisms.

1.4

Hypothesis

While many protocols are interested in change detection, a proliferation of messages
and procedures for detection is not in the interest of wireless devices. A solution is
proposed to tackle this issue.

1.4.1

Commonalities in movement and attachment detection

Each of the subsystems listed in Section 1.3.2 has a largely orthogonal task for configuring IPv6 connectivity services. What they maintain in common is a requirement
to reconfigure or signal when the underlying routing or addressing infrastructure
changes. For hosts this most likely to occur because of changes in attachment to
the Internet, such as is experienced in wireless environments or when moving.
As such, those subsystems without their own change detection mechanisms
require reliable change indications. Those subsystems already defining their own
change detection signaling may be made more robust and efficient if they don’t
compete with one-another for bandwidth resources.
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In order to meet these needs, there seems to be a potential role for a single
unified change detection mechanism, which is fast, efficient, secure and unambiguous
in its communications.

1.4.2

Hypothesis: Can IPv6 hosts uniformly detect network attachment?

Based on this underlying need from various subsystems, comes the following question:
Is it possible to replace all of IPv6’s configuration
discovery and attachment detection mechanisms with one
system for detecting the need for configuration changes?
In order to test this hypothesis, it will be necessary to determine if it is possible
to:
• Design a single system which provides consistent semantic interpretation of
network configuration information on behalf of all other IP sub-systems
• Determine a minimal subset of relevant information to be tracked by this
system to be sufficient to support all other IP subsystems.
• Design schemes which can deliver change information rapidly to hosts on
wireless networks.
• Determine an appropriate method to secure the change detection signalling.
As described in Chapter 2, limitations within existing configuration signalling
mechanisms prevent reliable and fast operation of link change detection, which is
both bandwidth efficient and secure. Additionally, since the system designed must
support the packet delivery requirements of real-time applications such as VoIP, it
will be necessary to determine performance parameters of such a system. To this
end it must be determined if optimizations to this system would:
• Provide an implementable approach to configuration management within an
IP host, Link-layer device, or router.
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• Reduce overall signalling on the network.
• Provide sufficient performance to support time critical Internet based applications on mobile hosts.
• Make use of available link-layer information to assist detection.
• Be scalable when many Internet hosts exist on the same IP subnet.
If these may be determined, application and subsystem designers will be able
to rely upon the services provided by a network attachment and change detection
subsystem, in order to receive timely attachment and movement indications, without additional programming effort. It is hoped that this will help lower barriers
to new protocol designs in wireless networks, and further encourage peer-to-peer
application development and deployment.

1.5

Structure of thesis

The development of a general change detection system for IPv6 requires an understanding of IPv6 Router Discovery’s capabilities and limitations. The state of the
art for wireless IP configuration and change discovery is described in Chapter 2.
Each of the subsequent four chapters describes limitations in IPv6 Router
Discovery, and illustrates how improve upon these limitations, so that reliable,
efficient, fast and secure change detection with router discovery may be achieved
[76].
Each of the tasks in the chapters is broken down according to the Goals for
Detecting Network Attachment in IPv6, as presented in Chapter 2 [16].

1.5.1

Ambiguity in existing Link Identification

In Chapter 3, new theory describing the operation of link identification in IPv6
devices is presented. Existing link identification schemes will be assessed against
the new theory for their operation and efficiency, and new algorithms developed
from the theory will be presented, along with analysis of their efficiency.
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1.5.2

Bit cost of reliable Link Identification

In Chapter 4, a number of candidate proposals for Link Identification will be examined and characterized, in terms of their bit overhead. Scalability of each of the
schemes will be examined, and their interactions studied.
Recommendations regarding deployment of one or more schemes will be provided, along with analytical and heuristic applicability guidance.

1.5.3

Delay cost of change detection message delivery

Router Advertisement scheduling and performance will be studied in Chapter 5, in
the context of providing support for real-time voice services over the Internet. New
schemes, two of which were co-written by the author of this thesis, are analysed for
delay performance and robustness. Some protocol modifications and deployment
recommendations will be presented.

1.5.4

Efficient security mechanisms for change detection

In Chapter 6, Security mechanisms for change detection will be examined for efficiency. Several new optimizations which impact on the size and number of messages
required for secured change detection will be presented, and their advantages outlined.
Finally, Chapter 7 revisits the hypothesis in order to identify the provides a
summary of the findings and accomplishments of the research and its impact on
the development and deployment of wireless Internet technology. It revisits the
hypothesis, and outlines how particular aspects of the work meet the challenges
posed in the introduction.
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Chapter 2

Existing mobility and change
detection state-of-the-art
2.1

Introduction

The previous chapter presented key drivers for adoption of a single link change
detection technology for hosts in the wireless IPv6 Internet. This chapter presents
an overview of existing work and trends for dealing with mobility and configuration
within IP networks, drawing on lessons learned from both IPv4 and IPv6. The
applicability of these mechanisms to change detection in IPv6 are characterized.

2.2

Overview of existing mobility technologies

It is now generally accepted that wireless handovers entail a sequence of operations
which encompass link-layer and network-layer operations that allow hosts to establish wireless communications services, check for change due to movement, and
signal to other entities in the network about changes [22][51].
This set of tasks may be supported by following a sequence of configuration
operations. For network-layer configuration, handover management may occur initially before disconnection from the previous medium. As seen in Figure 2.1, it is
possible for fast-handover protocols or candidate access router discovery to inform
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addressing and routing configuration [61][64], although in most cases, this occurs
subsequent to connection on the cell, using Router Discovery [76]. Additional procedures to gain host configuration [33][34], along with generation of any addresses
required to communicate across the Internet [72][101]. Finally, globally addressed
packet services become available, which may encompass mobility signalling to peer
nodes [9][56][60].

Router
Discovery

Packet
Transfer

DHCPv6
DupAddr
Detection

FMIPv6

Mobility
Signalling

Address
Autoconf
Default
Routing

CARD

QoS
Signalling

Router
Selection

Figure 2.1: Dependencies between configuration and change detection services in
IPv6 hosts.
Interactions between components are possible, although change determination
is always needed before address configuration and mobility signalling occur. These
operations and their relationships are explored in the following sections.

2.2.1

Real-time mobility requirements

In order to effectively provide a driver for adoption of wireless Internet, real-time
peer-to-peer applications such as VoIP must be supported [7][63]. Host mobility
mechanisms therefore need to provide handover mechanisms which support changes
in configuration within tight delay and delay variation budgets so as not to interfere
with perceived service quality [40][103][107]. This means that detection of required
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configuration changes must occur either before forwarding disruption occurs, or
within a constrained time limit.
Voice is delay and jitter (delay variation) intolerant. Therefore although its
bandwidth requirements are low, its packet rate is high, and arrival patterns inelastic due to the delay requirements. Voice itself is able to sustain small amounts of
loss, but bursts of errors threaten speech recognition by human listeners, and are
challenging to repair [40][107].
As described in Chapter 5, support of voice communication places strict boundaries on handover durations both at the link and network-layers. These boundaries
create a need to limit the time and messaging required to achieve handovers, including change detection components.

2.2.2

Predictive handover detection

Handover prediction is a mechanism where hosts determine their next attachment
point before they arrive. This requires knowledge of base-station identities either through scanning, mapping, or in-band signalling from the current network
[54][61][69].
Peer access point and router information is able to be used to initiate link-layer
connection as well as network-layer configuration before reaching the new network,
either by direct communication to the destination network’s router [61][64] or by
configuration reservation on sets of geographically adjacent routers [82]. This second
method creates state even on routers the host will never visit.
Unless the host has a strong indication of their next destination though, handover prediction provides limited support for preconfiguration of addressing and
routing. In this case, the most that a host can do before leaving a network is to
ask the network to buffer packets which arrive during disconnection[61]. While this
reduces packet loss, it increases packet jitter if all packets are later delivered to
the mobile host. Upon connection to a new network, a host may have information
indicating the routing identity of the network from previous messaging [61][64]. In
this case, the device can skip standard IPv6 router discovery mechanisms, if the received information is considered authoritative. Packet service can then be restored
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by signalling to the previous router. While this speeds device configuration, the
potentially more disruptive link-layer handover delay is not dealt with [70].

2.2.3

Non-predictive network change detection

In common wireless link-layer protocols such as IEEE 802.11 [35], no clear idea
about next access point destinations may be available [68]. In this case, predictive
solutions fail to provide indications of handover destinations, and fall back to a
reactive service.
Non-predictive configuration detection systems have been described which utilize either link-layer [71][100] or network-layer [19][58][74] advertisements to receive
network information within a few milliseconds of arrival on a cell. While these systems do not provide reliable handover information in all circumstances, they work
as well (or almost as well) as fast handover techniques when prediction is inaccurate
[62][94].

2.2.4

Link-layer Indications (hints)

When a host changes its link-layer connection point, the lower layers may inform
network-layer protocols of the potential change. These link-layer indications allow
change detection signaling to start immediately, and have been shown to provide
accelerated handover[22][43].
As described in Section 3.3.1, some schemes use the presence of a link-layer
indication in their change inference algorithm. This is not typical though, with
most DNA protocols using the indications solely to send solicitations.
Recent evidence indicates that link-layer information may be unreliable in
some circumstances [1]. In order to make sensible use of link hints from lower layer
protocols, a catalogue of link-layer event mapping has been devised [39]1 . Another
companion document describes appropriate uses of hints and their use in initiating
change detection [73]2 .
While further work to explore the applicability of link-layer hints is required in
1
2

The author contributed to this document.
The author was one of the authors of this IETF draft.
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general, the usage of link-layer availability and unavailability operations is fairly well
understood. It is now widely recognized that utilization of link-layer information
in some fashion is likely to play an important role in optimized handover solutions,
and particularly for event notification and change detection [16][54].

2.2.5

IPv4 mobility

Mobile IPv4 is an attempt to retrofit mobility support into the legacy Internet.
As such it defines mobility support devices in the visited network (called Foreign
Agents or FAs), which provide tunneling services to a mobile node’s distant home
agent.
These FA routers advertise the availability of mobility services by sending IPv4
Router Advertisements. These advertisements contain the care-of-address and the
subnet’s prefix, and once received this information is used to configure mobile hosts
and initiate signalling to the Home Agent[31][86].
The principle issue with MIPv4 is that Foreign Agents are not widely deployed.
As an alternative configuration system, DHCP allows mobile hosts to receive their
own co-located care-of-address on the access network, which can be used in communications to the home-agent [32]. There are therefore two sets of mechanisms available to determine movement in IPv4: MIPv4 Router Advertisements and DHCP.
MIPv4 Foreign Agent (Router) Advertisements, where present, provide an authoritative indication of an IPv4 subnet’s identity. This means that devices finding
a MIPv4 Advertisement may accept the advertised information eagerly, and begin to signal subnet change to their home agent. This avoids unnecessary latency
in checking the availability of the previous Foreign Agent. This is succinctly described (for MIPv4 Advertisements) in [42]. As described later, IPv6 environments
sometimes do not lend themselves to eager handover techniques, since the topology
of these networks is unconstrained and may contain multiple routers, leading to
spurious change detection [16].
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2.2.6

IPv4 change detection and DHCP

DHCP [32] is widely used as a configuration mechanism for IPv4 hosts, and can be
used to indicate of changes in addressing through responses to Request and Discover messages. [2] attempts to describe IPv4 operations for detecting attachment
and detachment in a wireless environment. This work is primarily dependent on
DHCP and ARP, but has similar goals to Detecting Network Attachment (DNA)
in IPv6. As ongoing work in the IETF Dynamic Host Configuration group, DNA
for IPv4 (DNAv4) has been developed in parallel with IPv6 link change detection
mechanisms [2].
Due to the focus of this thesis on next generation peer-to-peer services over
wireless networks, it is appropriate that the work focuses on IPv6, which has different configuration requirements than IPv4. Therefore, IPv4 solutions to change
detection will not be covered in this thesis, except for comparison purposes.
Unlike its IPv4 counterpart, statefully addressed DHCPv6 systems are as yet
not widely deployed, and are less likely to adopt the role seen for them in IPv4.
This is due to the immense address space for IPv6 devices available on every subnet
[50].

2.2.7

IPv6 Neighbour and Router Discovery

Neighbour Discovery is the primary connectivity configuration mechanism for hosts
in IPv6 [76]. It provides information about reachability of other devices within a
subnet, and indicates which routers provide service to the Internet. As part of IPv6
Router Advertisements, enough information is provided for hosts to determine the
link-layer and network-layer addresses of the router, as well as some of the prefixes
available on the link.
This mechanism has been extensively relied upon by Mobile IPv6 [56], and
most optimizations which attempt to achieve movement detection for IPv6 try to
accelerate RA reception by hosts with dynamic connectivity [16][21][58].
IPv6 networks do not contain only a single router advertising agents like MIPv4
systems do. There may be with different sets of prefixes being advertised on any link
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or subnet [101]. These routers may even have different owners3 . This necessarily
means that an existing router may still be available if a Router Advertisement
from another router is received [56]. Any general solution to network attachment
detection requirements will necessarily need to take this into account [16].
Additionally, some of the parameters used in advertisements determine whether
DHCPv6 address configuration should be used or whether other hosts are reachable
using neighbour discovery or through the router [77]. These parameters provide
important clues as to the operation of the network, but only do so on a per-router
basis (rather than defining operations for all routers on the link). In these cases, the
validity of addresses and the reachability of other nodes changes as advertisements
are received.
Management of this information for change detection purposes, and identification of systems which share a common link are described in Chapter 3. While
management of potentially overlapping configuration information is also challenging, it is explicitly excluded from the work presented in this thesis, as a post-change
detection operation.

2.3

Performance of DHCPv6 for Change Detection

DHCPv6 Confirm allows routers to respond immediately to hosts enquiring about
the validity of their address and prefix. While it is not the focus of this thesis, it
is a valid approach to send a DHCP Confirm message when the medium becomes
available, in order to identify if a prefix may continue to be used.
DHCPv6 is not deployed on every link in IPv6 (and seemingly will not be,
for any links which do not have the M or O bits defined in Router Advertisement
headers [101]). Additionally, where stateless DHCP [33] is in use, it may not be
possible for the DHCP server or DHCP relay to identify if a particular prefix is in
use on a link. It will be necessary in either of these cases to probe with Router
Solicitations at times to actually identify if change has occurred.
Two basic strategies are immediately obvious to use DHCPv6 for change detection: Always send a Router Solicitation at the same time as a DHCP-Confirm
3

Neighbour Discovery seems to allow this, although it may not be the intention of the text [76].
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or wait for an initial timeout (IRT) DHCPv6 event, before sending a Router Solicitation [34].
Below we compare these schemes with the performance of a fast change detection mechanism based on Router Solicitation and Router Advertisement, as achieved
with DNA for IPv6.
The following analyses assume no packet loss for simplicity.

2.3.1

Performance of DNA schemes

Under the DNA schemes presented in the IETF working group, change detection is
achieved by soliciting for a Router Advertisement with an RS message. Response
arrival times are governed either by DNA fast RA response (without induced delay)
or RFC2461 RA scheduling delays, where DNA is not deployed.
We assume that at a particular time, the probability of encountering a cell
with DNA capability is Pd .
The expected delay is thus:

E(Ddna ) = Tw .Pd + (1 − Pd ).(Trsa + Tw )

(2.1)

where Tw is the round trip wireless delay and Trsa is the delay before RA after RS
transmission.
Initially Pd will be very low (there are no known DNA protocol deployments).
Where DNA is not deployed or never will be deployed, the delay associated with
RS/RA mechanisms on networks with (predominantly) single routers is typically
that associated with RFC2461 delay:

E(DRF C2461 ) = Trsa + Tw

(2.2)

As can be seen, the expected delay for DNA is always less than or equal to
that for RFC2461 delay. This gives us a lower bound on performance where RS is
used for change detection.
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2.3.2

Performance of simultaneous probing

In change detection, delay may be reduced by sending messages for DHCP and
Router Discovery simultaneously.
Where a DHCPv6 server which responds to Confirm messages exists, the response is immediate, and delay is associated with the wireless medium. Where it
does not exist, the solicited RA arrives after a scheduled delay.
The expected delay is thus (where DNA is assumed unavailable):

E(DRS,Conf ) = Tw .Pc + (1 − Pc ).E(DRF C2461 )
= Tw .Pc + (1 − Pc ).(Tw + Trsa )

(2.3)
(2.4)

Delay performance of simultaneous probing is better than DNA for any Pc ≥
Pd . For wireless environments, the transmission of packets is significantly more
energy consuming than waiting for these responses, and is generally to be avoided.
Where this scheme has advantage is when Pc is high. Unfortunately, the
wastage of RSs is directly proportional to the probability of receiving the DHCPv6
Confirm.
Assuming DNA is also available the delays would be reduced, as illustrated
by the following example, where probabilities of DNA and Confirm are assumed
independent.

E(DRS,Conf ) = Tw .Pc + (1 − Pc ).E(Ddna )

2.3.3

(2.5)

= Tw .Pc + (1 − Pc ).(Tw .Pd + (1 − Pd ).(Tw + Trsa ))

(2.6)

= Tw .Pc + (1 − Pc ).(Tw + Trsa − Trsa .Pd )

(2.7)

Performance of DHCP probing with RS fallback

An alternative to simultaneously probing with DHCP Confirm and RS, is to delay
RS transmission until after DHCP has failed. This can reduce the number of packets
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transmitted by a host on a wireless medium.
Delay is then either from wireless medium or Initial Retransmission Timeout
(IRT), followed by the delay for RA reception:

E(DConf T O ) = Tw .Pc + (1 − Pc ).(Tct + E(DRF C2461 ))

(2.8)

where Tct is the time for first Confirm timeout.
The equation expands to:

E(DConf T O ) = Tw .Pc + (1 − Pc ).(Tct + Trsa + Tw )

(2.9)

In comparison with RFC 2461 RS/RA delay this scheme will provide benefits
where the probability of DHCPv6 confirm responses is high enough to offset the
delay from IRT timeout on the DHCPv6 host.

E(Drf c2461 ) ≥ E(DP Conf T O)
≥ Tw .Pc + (1 − Pc )(Tct + E(Drf c2461 ))
≥ Tw .Pc + (1 − Pc )Tct + (1 − Pc ).E(Drf c2461 )
Pc .E(Drf c2461 ) ≥ Tw .Pc + Tct − Pc .Tct
E(Drf c2461 ) ≥ Tw − Tct (1/Pc − 1)
As from 2461 expected delay:

Trsa ≥ Tct (1/Pc − 1)
Trsa /Tct ≥ 1/Pc − 1
(Trsa + Tct )/Tct ≥ 1/Pc
Pc (Trsa + Tct ) ≥ Tct
Pc ≥ Tct /(Trsa + Tct )
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Using the existing mean Tct Delay for IRT of 1.0 s

Pc ≥ 1.0/1.25
Pc ≥ .8
Where the Tct delay is at lower bound (0.9 s), the breakeven probability is
around 0.783.
Where DNA schemes are in place, the fast RA mechanism on DNA routers
increases the cost break-even point for DHCP confirm probe and delay schemes, as
follows.

E(Drf c2461 ) ≥ E(DConf T O )
Tw .Pd + (1 − Pd )(Tw + Trsa ) ≥ Tw .Pc + (1 − Pc )(Tct + Tw + Trsa )
Tw + Trsa − Trsa .Pd ≥ Tct + Tw + Trsa − Tct .Pc − Trsa .Pc
−Trsa .Pd ≥ Tct − Tct .Pc − Trsa .Pc
Pd ≤ (Trsa .Pc + Tct .Pc − Tct )/Trsa
Pd ≤ Pc .(Trsa + Tct )/Trsa − Tct /Trsa
Using RFC2461 and RFC3315 delays for Tct and Trsa :

Pd ≤ 5Pc − 4
As mentioned previously, for the use of DHCPv6 Confirm with timeout, Pc
is required to be ≥ 0.8 to make an improvement on any pure RS/RA scheme.
Subsequently, for increasing Pd , Pc must increase by 1/5 of the rate of Pd . The
relative increase is small, since once DHCPv6 Confirm responses may be expected
in all but 20% of the time, the DNA’s reduction of RS/RA time can only be applied.
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2.3.4

Conclusions

Using the existing DHCPv6 timers for change detection requires either that DHCP
Confirms are sent simultaneously with RSs, or that the probability of reception of
a DHCP confirm is greater than 0.8, as seen with RFC2461.
RS/RA based DNA schemes perform as well as multiple probing techniques,
where Pd ≥ Pc , without the additional transmission cost, or delay.
Variations to the DHCPv6 timers may reduce the cost of the Confirm/Response
delay, as described by these mechanisms. This may be by dynamic estimation of
probabilities Pc or Pd , timer modification or uncertain Reply. The analysis applied
here may yet contribute in such environments.
The essential dichotomy still exists in using DHCPv6 for DNA: Probing will
occur twice if the protocol is not deployed on the link, either serially or in parallel.

2.4

Generalized change detection for IPv6

Existing work describes a set of goals for change detection in IPv6 networks [16]4 .
The DNA for IPv6 Goals document makes the case for a generalized change detection strategy, and indicates what needs to be achieved to make this generally
applicable. [16].
Paraphrased from the DNA for IPv6 Goals document, the Detecting Network
Attachment Working Group considered the following tasks to be important [16]:

• Interoperation with existing systems
• Link and subnet identity detection, allowing reliable change indications
• Message and bandwidth efficiency
• Minimal latency for change detection
• Ability to take advantage of existing security specifications
4

The author is one of the authors of this IETF RFC.
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The schemes devised for unified link change detection combine these functions.
Chapters 3 and 4 of this report describe systems backward compatible with Router
Discovery which provide reliable change detection efficiently. Chapters 5 and 6 show
how these Router Discovery based schemes may be made fast and secure with only
minimal messaging.
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Chapter 3

Message Order Independence
for Link Identification
3.1

Introduction

Within optic fibre and electrically connected networks, the use of IPv6 Router Discovery to provide notification to hosts of their configuration’s validity is a well
established procedure [76]. Address prefixes are advertised with validity timers, notification of how host addresses may be formed from them, and which routers may
be configured for default routing [76][101]. Within wireless networks, the connectivity environment is more dynamic and it is necessary to augment these mechanisms
to provide link-change detection capabilities [16].
IPv6 networks are collected into links [76]. A link represents a common reachability domain where packets may be received without forwarding. Devices attach
to a link through a point-of-attachment, which may be a wireless cell, a bridge port,
or other medium. Transition between points-of-attachment may be possible [16].
When a host is connected intermittently or moving between points-of-attachment
in an IPv6 network, it may or may not change the link to which it is connected
[16]. Where a link-change occurs, changes to the host’s IPv6 configuration are
required since the existing configuration will not be valid on the new network
[50][56][76][101][104].
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Router Advertisements (RAs) are sent by IPv6 routers in order to provide
enough information for a host to configure IP addressing and default gateways.
They contain address prefixes, default router and security information, and provide
the ability to determine if configuration services are available [50][76][101].
Recent work by the IETF’s DNA (Detecting Network Attachment) Working
Group has begun looking at ways of supporting IPv6 hosts’ link-change detection
using RAs to make it accurate, fast and secure [16]. Accurate link-change detection
relies upon the consistency of available information used for detection [16][18]. Fast
link-change detection involves providing accelerated scheduling of IPv6 RA delivery
[28][76]. Secure change detection depends upon mechanisms for message verification
and trust extension [5]. As the tasks themselves are orthogonal, they can be optimized separately, and this chapter focusses only on the first of these tasks, which is
the provision of accurate change detection.
Within this chapter, first, existing schemes for providing accurate link-change
detection in IPv6 networks are described. Then, a novel framework for comparing link-change detection capabilities is constructed, and improvements to existing
schemes are proposed. Finally, based on the analysis using this framework, a new
scheme which is provably more bandwidth efficient than all previous accurate change
detection schemes is provided.

3.2

Background

IPv6 hosts are increasingly connected to the Internet by wireless interfaces. These
interfaces are prone to propagation and mobility effects which may cause a host
to switch to a new base station. If the host connects to a new base station, it
typically does not know whether the base station it connects to is part of the same
link where its IPv6 address prefixes and routing configuration are valid. If it has
moved to another link, reconfiguration of several variables such as addresses, default
routers, multicast routing parameters and network services will be required.
Due to the cost of initiating these configuration services, it is useful for a
host to be able to determine accurately if it has changed links or not. Link-change
detection makes use the IPv6 router discovery procedure and relies on RA messages
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sent by the routers in order to identify when change has occurred. The challenges
of link-change detection through RAs can be summarized as follows: As shown
in Figure 3.1, routers advertise address prefixes for use in autoconfiguration [101].
Typically, one advertisement contains multiple prefixes, and as long as the number of
advertised prefixes is small, it is usually possible to advertise all configured prefixes
of a router in a single RA message. In the figure, all routers advertise prefix p1. The
presence of this prefix can assist host to know that they remain in the same link
(since a prefix may only be on one link at any time). But, this is not guaranteed.
For example, where bandwidth or message size costs cause this to be prohibitive, it
is possible to omit prefix information from IPv6 RAs [76]. To make matters worse,
where more than one router exists on a link in IPv6, advertised router prefixes are
not required to be shared between routers [76] (it is likely though, that routers will
be configured with some prefixes in common).

RA

RB

{p1}

{p1}

RC
{p1}

RD
{p1,p2}
p2
p1
RA

Router Topology

RB

RC

RD

Advertisement Grid

Figure 3.1: Overlapping prefix advertisement. As shown on the left, Prefix p1 is
advertised by all routers. This allows hosts to identify that all routers belong to
the same link. An additional prefix (p2) is also advertised by router RD. On the
right is shown an advertisement grid for the same network. Advertised prefixes are
in grey.

Since prefixes are not required to overlap, it is possible that routers’ prefix
sets may be disjoint on the same link. Figure 3.2 illustrates such a scenario where
two routers each advertise a set of prefixes. These advertisements have no single
prefix in common, and there is nothing to identify that the routers belong to the
same link. Not being able to determine link change becomes more problematic
when the prefixes come from separate links. Since the configuration is valid for
both scenarios where there is either a single link or two links, there is no explicit
indication of link-change when a host receives an advertisement containing disjoint
prefixes to a previous advertisement.
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p3
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p1
RA
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Figure 3.2: Disjoint prefix advertisement. Without external (e.g. link-layer) information it is impossible to distinguish between routers from different links, and
those sharing the same link.

3.3

Router Discovery and accurate change detection

Since advertised prefix sets are allowed to be disjoint in IPv6 Router Discovery,
reception of an RA can cause hosts to incorrectly determine that they are on a link
which is not the same as currently configured [42][76]. As a consequence, without
further advertisement augmentation or information, the host which arrives on a link
and receives an RA cannot immediately determine if the prefix is from a new link,
or just associated with a router’s disjoint advertisement on its existing link.
The following subsections describe existing schemes that aim to manage this
issue.

3.3.1

Complete Prefix Lists

Complete Prefix Lists (CPL) [18] is a link-change detection scheme which builds a
table of all the prefixes on a link, based on the timing of response RAs to Router
Solicitation (RS) messages.
As discussed in Section 3.2, the RAs do not need to have any prefix in common
to identify a link, but if multiple RAs are perceived to be sent in response to the same
RS, then the prefixes from all RAs may be grouped together as belonging to the
same link. The proposed solution requires that the network-layer is always notified
of underlying datalink1 changes such as joining a new wireless cell, in order to
1
The use of OSI term datalink is to distinguish between the IPv6 concept ’link’, and issues
related solely with OSI Layer 2.
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minimize cases of classifying prefixes from unrelated RAs together in the same link
[39]. In this scheme link-layer indications are needed to identify that a previously
sent RS is no longer valid, and may be used to trigger transmission of another RS.
A drawback of this scheme is, packet losses may cause omission of prefixes from
the prefix lists maintained by a host. In order to eliminate the potential impact of
packet losses, successive solicitations are sent until the host becomes confident that
it has gathered the complete set of prefixes on the link.
CPL works well with unmodified routers, but when hosts are travelling fast,
they may arrive on another link before they have gained confidence that their set
of gathered prefixes is complete. This may lead hosts to perform time consuming
RS/RA exchanges before deciding that the link has indeed changed. As such, the
boot-strapping delays for CPL may limit its usefulness in environments with highly
mobile hosts.

3.3.2

Request/response schemes

There are other schemes based on queries and corresponding responses have been
proposed for IPv6 change detection. These schemes rely on the availability of a
particular prefix (a landmark) contained on all RAs belonging to same link. In
order to make use of a landmark, a host sends an RS containing a question about
the topology of the link, and is provided with a response that confirms the presence
of a landmark prefix (and indicates no link-change), or indicates link-change through
a negative acknowledgment.
While landmarking schemes are able to provide efficient and accurate nonchange detection, they require link-layer indications in order to rapidly initiate
change detection via RS messages, and landmark negative acknowledgements require additional router and prefix information in the corresponding responses (RAs).
A proposal based on this idea has been made to the DNA Working Group [74].
This landmark scheme as proposed is efficient in the size of RA messages it sends if
the requested landmark is present, as the router only needs to verify the landmark’s
presence.
An ability to provide information about which prefixes are associated with a
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particular link seems useful, and indeed the the scheme currently being developed by
the IETF DNA Working Group [74] incorporates this idea. While providing prefix
based landmarks, the candidate solution also provides for an RA augmentation
scheme in order to prevent false change detection (discussed next).

3.3.3

Augmented RAs

As discussed so far, attempts to perform accurate change detection with unmodified
routers are limited, and solicitation/response landmark schemes may also require
additional information to be placed into RAs, in order to remove ambiguities about
a link’s identity.
On the other hand, link-change detection can be made accurate by augmenting
the RA information. For instance, in one of the early examples [84] of this approach
places an additional negotiated numeric identifier into each RA. Hosts would immediately know that a link-change had occurred when they receive an RA with a
changed identifier.
A perceived weakness of these schemes is the difficulty arisen from the negotiation of unique identifiers to be placed in the RA messages belonging to a single link.
Currently, newer schemes are being developed through the DNA Working Group solution process aiming to overcome this problem [83]. Newer schemes achieve change
detection with similar accuracy, but their identifiers have uniqueness guarantees
based on the IPv6 routing infrastructure rather than a negotiation algorithm. This
uniqueness guarantee allows for less explicit re-negotiation of identifiers, and eliminates the need for explicit negotiation of numeric link identifiers used in the earlier
proposals. The details of these schemes are discussed in the next section.

3.4

Message Order Independence (MOI)

Achieving change detection can be assisted by augmenting routers’ RA message in
a way which provides message order independence. Message Order Independence
(MOI) can be defined as the situation where any two RA messages provide sufficiently similar information to identify them as coming from a common environment,
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regardless of the order in which pairs of messages are received by a host. In this
scheme, messages are marked with a special “MOI” flag, which allows hosts to expect common information from a subsequent RA message, if the host remains in
the same link.
As a global IPv6 address prefix is unique to any one link in the Internet at any
time, construction of RAs that are “message order independent” can be achieved
by adding new prefixes to the ones already advertised in accordance with IPv6
Neighbour Discovery procedures [50][76].
An IPv6 address prefix’s presence on only a single link is an important property,
because it means that a recent RA message containing common prefix(es) with an
RA received earlier ensures that the host is still on the same link. Conversely, when
an RA contains a prefix set which is disjoint from that in a recently advertised
“MOI” marked RA, this new advertisement can only belong to a new link.
To express the MOI property in a more formal way, let PL be the set of prefixes
available on a link L be defined as
PL , {p1 , p2 , . . . , pm },
where p1 , p2 , ..., pm are global IPv6 prefixes associated only with the link L. Also,
let
RL , {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn }
be the set of routers on the link L, and
AL , {a1 , a2 , . . . , an }
be the set of unaugmented2 RAs which have recently been received from the routers
in the set RL at any particular time. Each ai (i = 1, . . . , n) contains the prefixes in
an RA message sent by the router ri . In other words, it is a non-empty subset of
the set of available prefixes:
ai ⊆ PL .

(3.1)

2
Unaugmented RAs are those which contain only the configured prefixes of routers. In contrast,
augmented RAs are sent with additional (non-preconfigured) prefixes.
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A router sends RA messages periodically, and every new RA updates the previously sent advertisements originated from the same router. In the following discussion we assume that a new advertisement of ai will contain the same prefixes as
with the previous advertisement of ai , unless the configuration state of the router
changes, or the router receives a changed or new advertisement from another router
on the link.
Routers on a link can construct augmented RA messages to achieve MOI. to
illustrate this, let
A0L = {a01 , a02 , . . . , a0n }
be the set of augmented messages on the link L, and a01 , a02 . . . , a0n each are prefix
sets advertised by routers r1 , r2 . . . rn , respectively. A0L should display the following
property: Any RA pair (a0i , a0j ) selected amongst the members of A0L , has at least
one common prefix pk ∈ PL . In other words,
∀a0i ∀a0j (a0i ∩ a0j 6= ∅)

(3.2)

where i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n
The MOI aware hosts can now easily infer link-change if a newly received
message does not have any shared prefixes with a preceding MOI RA message.
This can be formulated using the subsethood relationship (3.1). Given that PL1
and PL2 represent the sets of unique prefixes from any two different links L1 and L2
in the Internet, and that a0i is an RA available on link L1 , and ax is an RA available
on L2 , we know that
PL1 ∩ PL2 = ∅
and
a0i ⊆ PL1
ax ⊆ PL2
then
a0i ∩ ax = ∅.
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If all RA messages of the routers attached to a link L are constructed to display
the MOI property, then it is trivial to detect whether two subsequent RA messages
originate from the same link or not. Let a01 is a MOI marked RA already received
by the host concerned, and a second RA a2 is received. If
a01 ∩ a2 = ∅
then
a2 * PL .
Therefore, we can conclude that a2 has to come from a different link.
While the MOI method presented in this chapter is a newly developed scheme,
there are several preexisting proposals which use augmented router advertisements
thay also exhibit the message order independence property. Among these, the
Complete Router Advertisements (CompleteRA) [74] and Prefix Link Identifiers
(LinkIDs) [17] both use prefixes to allow hosts to detect link change through the
reception of RA advertisements which do not contain matching information. These
approaches are described in the following sections.

3.4.1

Complete Router Advertisements

In a CompleteRA scheme, each router listens to the advertisements of its peers
on the same link and monitors the prefixes advertised by its peer routers. It then
readvertises its own RA including any prefixes which it has not already sent. Once
a router is confident it has seen all prefixes and is advertising them all, the router
marks its advertisement as complete, which assists hosts to determine when a link
change has occurred [74].
For any number of advertised prefixes available in the unaugmented advertisements, the resultant Complete RAs from each router contain a copy of every prefix
advertised on the link. As such they are all identical with regard to which prefixes
are present in advertisements3 [74].
With regard to MOI, as the RA messages each contain the same set of prefixes,
3
Prefixes which are readvertised rather than being advertised natively, may be sent in a different
format though, to allow hosts to distinguish prefix origin.
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for any pair of received messages a0i and a0j ,
a0i = a0j = a0j ∩ a0i
As any received RA holds the same information as its predecessor if it is a CompleteRA. This provides MOI, but at a potentially great overhead in readvertised
prefixes.
If we assume all routers are configured to send RA messages with similar
intervals, then it is simple to calculate the total cost (normalized to units of prefixes)
of advertising a CompleteRA.
Given a link L with a set of available unmodified router advertisements AL
and a set of global prefixes PL , the total bandwidth cost of advertising CompleteRA
on every router is:
CostCompleteRA (AL ) = n × m,
where n is the number of router advertisements from distinct routers in the set AL ,
and m the number of distinct prefixes in the set PL .
Given that the number of times each prefix needs to be advertised, to achieve
CompleteRA, the additional cost of CompleteRA construction across all routers
can be expressed in terms of the way each prefix is advertised in the unaugmented
advertising set AL . Given a prefix pk in AL , the existing number of advertisements
of that prefix across all routers r1 , . . . , rn is denoted sk :
sk ,

n
X

z(k, i)

(3.3)

i=1


 1 if p ∈ a
i
k
where z(k, i) =
 0 otherwise
As each prefix in the augmented CompleteRA needs to be advertised once on
each of the n routers, the full additional cost of CompleteRA on a link can be
expressed as:
∆CostCompleteRA (AL ) =

m
X
(n − sk ).
k=1
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(3.4)
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of CompleteRA and LinkID schemes for MOI. Augmented
router advertisements are constructed by readvertising learned prefixes (shown with
a ’+’). CompleteRA readvertises all prefixes, whereas LinkID only readvertises one
chosen prefix.
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Figure 3.4: Message order independence construction with disjoint prefix sets. Here,
any shared prefix may be added to complete MOI between the routers. CompleteRA
requires 6 extra prefixes, and exhibits worst case behaviour.
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Figure 3.5: Effect of prefix ordering on simple Link Identifier selection (4 x 2). In
the top row, prefix 1 already is present on all routers, and is selected as LinkID
by the published algorithm [17]. As shown in the bottom row, if a different prefix
already spans all routers, it is ignored by the LinkID algorithm

3.4.2

Prefix Link Identifiers

Prefix based Link Identifiers (LinkIDs) choose one prefix advertised out of the set
of prefixes advertised on the link. Routers then ensure that they advertise this
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prefix. Each router chooses the same prefix algorithmically after seeing a set of RA
messages [17].
Each router advertises all of its own prefixes and at most one other in an
augmented RA, if they do not already advertise the chosen LinkID.
The existing proposal chooses link identifiers by numerically sorting the prefixes, and choosing the smallest [17]. This choice is performed to ensure convergence
on a single link identifier.
Message Order Independence is available as follows. Given that there is some
prefix pid ∈ PL chosen as a link identifier, for all ai , pid is an element of ai . Therefore:
∀(a0i , a0j ), a0j ∩ a0i 6= ∅.
From Equation 3.2, this implies MOI.
As seen in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, The cost of a link identifier solution is
the cost of additionally advertising the LinkID prefix on each router where it is
not already advertised. Given a set of unaugmented router advertisements AL on
link L, and sid is the number of senders of the chosen LinkID pid before router
advertisement augmentation, the cost of creating MOI using a LinkID is:
∆CostLinkID (AL ) = n − sid

(3.5)

Worst case performance occurs when the LinkID is only present in one router’s
unaugmented advertisements. in this case the additional cost of LinkID is n − 1
additional prefix advertisements across the set A0L of augmented advertisements.
Given that a CompleteRA would require advertisement of the chosen identifier
on all routers, from equations 3.4 and 3.5:
m
X
(n − sk ) ≥ n − sid ,

(3.6)

i=1

since pid ∈ PL . Unless the chosen prefix’s LinkID consumes all of the remaining
underadvertised prefixes, the cost of Link ID is lower than that for CompleteRA.
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3.4.3

Better choices for link identifiers

As described before, any choice of LinkID has the MOI property, with an additional
cost of n − sid prefixes added to Router Advertisements in the set A0L . The existing
algorithm does not take into account the amount of times a particular prefix is
advertised in unmodified RAs, which may lead to selection of a higher cost LinkID
[17].
A better algorithm for link identifier selection simply chooses a modal prefix,
that is, one which is already the most advertised. Tiebreaks when multiple prefixes
are advertised equally could choose the numerically largest modal prefix.
The cost of using the Largest Modal Prefix (LMP) pmode , is therefore:
∆CostModePrefixID (AL ) = n − smode , where 1 ≤ smode ≤ n

(3.7)

Given that (smode ≥ sid ), the cost of a modal prefix Link identifier is always
less than or equal to any other Link Identifier:
smode ≥ sid
n − smode ≤ n − sid
Therefore:
∆CostModePrefixID (AL ) ≤ ∆CostLinkID (AL )

(3.8)

This is shown in Figure 3.6.
Additionally, the cost of modal prefix LinkID is always less than that of CompleteRA, unless the unmodified set of Router advertisements is already Complete,
or requires only additions to the chosen LinkID prefix. In those cases, the additional
bandwidth cost is equal. From Equations 3.8 and 3.6:
∆CostCompleteRA (AL ) ≥ ∆CostModePrefixID (AL )
as:

m
X
(n − sk ) ≥ n − smode ,
k=1
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(3.9)
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Figure 3.6: Effect of ranking prefixes for Link Identifier selection. The basic algorithm for link identifiers (left) always chooses the lowest valued prefix, but the
improved algorithm (right) makes use of existing prefix advertisement knowledge.
It is important to note that p1 < pi < pn .

3.4.4

Minimal overhead Message Order Independence

Given a particular unmodified set of RAs on a link, the minimal MOI is one where
the minimum number of additional prefixes are added in order to achieve order
independence. While MOI can be readily achieved with small bandwidth overhead
using a link identifier (equation 3.7), it is possible to show that a single shared prefix
between all routers is not necessary for order independence.
As an example, if there are three router advertisements ri , i = 1, . . . 3, which
have prefixes:
r1 = {p1 , p2 }, r2 = {p1 , p3 }, r3 = {p2 , p3 }
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Therefore:
r1 ∩ r2 = {p1 }, r2 ∩ r3 = {p3 }, r3 ∩ r1 = {p2 }
From equation 3.2, this has MOI. This is also shown in figure 3.7. As such, given
the initial prefix set, creation of a single link identifier would provide a sub-optimal
MOI solution. A solution which aims at minimum cost MOI needs therefore to find
a cheaper non-LinkID solution where such exists.

p3
p2
p1
RA

RB

RC

Figure 3.7: An advertised prefix set with pre-existing Message Order Independence.
No single prefix is available on all routers, but for any pair of RA messages received,
there is enough information to show that the routers are on the same link.

It is possible to determine an upper bound on the cost of the minimum MOI
solution, in order to compare with modal prefix LinkIDs. For a given advertising
set AL , there exist sets of disjoint routers RDi for each ri defined as:
RDi =

n
[

d(i, j), where

(3.10)

i=1,j6=i


 {r } if a ∩ a = ∅
j
j
i
d(i, j) =
 ∅
otherwise
For such a network, non-LinkID MOI solution is always better than a LinkID solution if:
n − smode > 0.5 ∗

n
X

|RDi |

(3.11)

i=1

Therefore, we see that non-LinkID MOI solutions are always better so long as the
number of pairs of disjoint router advertisements is less than the added prefixes for
LinkID. Also, there may be a router whose advertisements are disjoint from those
of two or more routers which share the same prefix. In this case, if the single router
chooses the shared prefix to readvertise, the number of additional required prefixes
may be smaller yet.
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3.5

A new algorithm for Message Order Independence

The definition of Message Order Independence lends itself to more explicit implementation, in a way which builds MOI better than the modal prefix LinkID
described in Section 3.4.3.
Defined below is an algorithm which always avoids adding advertised prefixes
to routers advertising the most popular prefix (a potential LinkID), but creates the
most relationships between a router and its disjoint peers, with which it advertises
no prefix in common.
Determination of the augmented prefix set occurs upon reception of a Router
Advertisement containing new routers or prefixes, or timeout of existing information. Each router runs the following computation from section 3.5.2.

3.5.1

Parallel processing

With this MOI solution, it is assumed that a router can distinguish between prefixes
received in an RA which are advertised natively, and those re-advertised to gain
MOI. Each router is assumed to know all the same prefixes at approximately the
same time, and each router will build its own identical list of advertised prefixes for
each other router. Upon detecting changes to any on-link routers native advertisement set (or the arrival or disappearance of a router on the link), each performs the
following calculations described in Algorithm .
Starting with each routers native advertisement set, each router calculates the
total set of augmented advertisements required to achieve MOI on the link, and
then starts advertising prefixes indicated by the algorithm. No cross communication is required for the routers during the calculation period, as the routers will
independently arrive at the same advertisement set A0L when they start with the
same unaugmented advertisement set AL , in a parallel manner. After computation,
the very next advertisement provided should have the new MOI-required prefixes
included.
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3.5.2

Minimal MOI Algorithm

As described in Algorithm 1, one router is chosen each iteration to advertise a new
prefix until MOI is achieved. The set of advertised on link prefixes is held in prefix
and the prefixes advertised by each router are stored in rtprefix.
Algorithm 1 Min MOI(pref ix, rtpref ix)
Require: on link prefixes and advertising sets initialized
Ensure: Constructs advertisement prefix set for all routers.
disjoint ⇐ Disjoint Rtrs(prefix, rtprefix)
2: moistate ⇐ Is MOI(disjoint)
1:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

while moistate = F ALSE do
advs ⇐ Prefix counts(prefix, rtprefix)
best ⇐ Pick Pfx Rtr(prefix, rtprefix, disjoint, advs)
rtprefix[best.rtr] ⇐ rtprefix[best.rtr] ∪ {best.pfx}
disjoint ⇐ Disjoint Rtrs(prefix, rtprefix)
moistate ⇐ Is MOI(disjoint)
end while
For MOI, all routers need to be advertising a prefix in common with every

other. The Disjoint Rtrs procedure described in Algorithm 2 generates lists
other routers which a particular router does not share a prefix with. This is used
in MOI tests and in choosing which new prefixes to advertise.
Algorithm 2 Disjoint Rtrs(pref ix, rtpref ix)
Require: on-link prefixes and advertising sets initialized.
Ensure: indicates which other routers each shares no prefixes with.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

for i = 1 to numrouters do
disjoint[i] = N U L
end for
for i = 1to numrouters − 1 do
for k = i + 1 to numrouters do
if rtprefix[i] ∩ rtprefix[k] = ∅ then
disjoint[i] ⇐ disjoint[i] ∪ {j}
disjoint[j] ⇐ disjoint[j] ∪ {i}
end if
end for
end for
return disjoint
The Is MOI procedure (described in Algorithm 3) determines if any routers
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exist which do not share prefixes with their peer on-link routers.
Algorithm 3 Is MOI(disjoint)
Require: Disjoint routers lists initialized.
Ensure: Identifies if MOI exists.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

for i = 1 to numrouters do
if disjoint[i] 6= ∅ then
return 0
end if
end for
return 1
If MOI does not exist, a router is chosen to advertise additional prefixes each

iteration until message order independence is established. In order to assist this,
the number of times each prefix is advertised is calculated in the Prefix counts
procedure. This is used to identify to what extent prefixes are already advertised
on a link, and is shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Prefix counts(pref ix, rtpref ix)
Require: prefix advertisement counts are zeroed.
Ensure: advertisement count for each prefix is returned.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

for j = 1 to numprefixes do
for i = 1 to numrouters do
if prefix[j] in rtprefix[i] then
prefadvs[j] ⇐ prefadvs[j] + 1
end if
end for
end for
return prefadvs
In the Pick Pfx Rtr procedure a router is chosen to readvertise a prefix

which will cause it to share prefixes in common with other routers from its disjoint
set. This is shown in Algorithm 5.
The Pick Pfx Rtr algorithm chooses a router by comparing chosen prefix
information in with the Best Router procedure (Shown in Algorithm 6). This
procedure takes into account other factors to ensure stable ordering, but favours
the prefixes which are already most advertised.
The best prefix for each router is identified by choosing the prefix which joins
a router to the most other routers in its disjoint list. Tests to identify this prefix
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Algorithm 5 Pick Pfx Rtr(pref ix, rtpref ix, disjoint, advs)
Require: bestrtr structure initialized.
Ensure: Selects best prefix and router.
for i = 1 to numrouters do
bestpfx.pfx ⇐ N U L
3:
bestpfx.joins ⇐ 0
4:
bestpfx.rtr ⇐ i

1:

2:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

for j = 1 to numprefixes do
joins ⇐ 0
for all k ∈ disjoint[i] do
if prefix[j] in rtprefix[k] then
joins ⇐ joins + 1
end if
end for
if Best Prefix(joins, advs[j], prefix[j], bestpfx) then
bestpfx.joins ⇐ joins
bestpfx.advs ⇐ advs[j]
bestpfx.pfx ⇐ prefix[j]
end if
end for
if Best Router(bestpfx, bestrtr) then
bestrtr.advs ⇐ bestpfx.advs
bestrtr.pfx ⇐ bestpfx.pfx
bestrtr.rtr ⇐ bestpfx.rtr
end if
end for
return bestrtr

are performed in procedure Best Prefix and described in Algorithm 7. This
procedure similarly considers additional parameters, but favours choosing prefixes
which join the router to the most other routers from its disjoint list (represented as
joins in the parameters).
This system consistently identifies each router’s most preferred prefix (which
may vary per iteration), and prefers to select a router which benefits from adding
the LMP to its Router Advertisement, in that it decreases the disjoint set for that
router’s advertisement.
Where few differences exist between pairs of routers, the exclusion of fully
matched routers sometimes chooses a non-LinkID solution, where this is cheaper.
Below are proofs of some properties of this algorithm for achieving MOI.
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Algorithm 6 Best Router(bestpf x, bestrtr)
Require: prefix popularity known
Ensure: Selects best prefix and router.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

if bestpfx.advs > bestrtr.advs then
return TRUE
else if bestpfx.advs = bestrtr.advs then
if bestpfx.pfx > bestrtr.pfx then
return TRUE
else if bestpfx.pfx = bestrtr.pfx then
if bestpfx.rtr > bestrtr.rtr then
return TRUE
end if
end if
end if
return FALSE

Algorithm 7 Best Prefix(joins, nadv, pref, bestpf x)
Require: prefix popularity known
Ensure: Selects best prefix and router.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

if joins > bestpfx.joins then
return TRUE
else if joins = bestpfx.joins then
if nadv > bestpfx.advs then
return TRUE
else if nadv = bestpfx.advs then
if pfx > bestpfx.pfx then
return TRUE
end if
end if
end if
return FALSE

3.5.3

Avoids adding prefixes if preexisting MOI

In Algorithm 1, a check for MOI is performed each iteration. This test is based on
equation 3.2, except that comparisons occur for the subset of routers on the link
with which the router has no prefixes in common.
If there are no routers in the disjoint router sets, then there are no messages
arriving after any current advertisement ai , which could cause false change detection.
Therefore, this is an equivalent check for MOI. It always occurs in each iteration
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before adding at most one advertised prefix to a router on the link, which prevents
addition of unnecessary prefixes. If MOI is achieved in any iteration, the algorithm
ends the next iteration without additional prefixes.

3.5.4

Never works against a LinkID

Each cycle, all routers make a selection of the best prefix to to advertise, if they
become the chosen router (Best Prefix procedure). The modal prefix pmode will
be the best prefix pb for the router, if it is the prefix most advertised by its disjoint
peers.
Let disjoint[i] be the set of indices of routers which advertise no prefix in
common with router ri . Then the number of times that a particular prefix pk
appears in the these all of ri disjoint routers’ advertisements can be defined as σki :
σki ,

n
X

y(i, j, k), where

(3.12)

j=1


 1, if p ∈ a ∧ j ∈ disjoint[i]
j
k
y(i, j, k) =
 0, otherwise
As such the Best Prefix procedure selects prefixes such that:
σmode,i ≥ σk,i ∀k = 1, . . . , µ.

(3.13)

At least one router will have pmode as best prefix, unless all non-LMP advertising routers have prefix(es) in common with an LMP advertiser. This is because,
for a router ri , which does not have prefix(es) in common with any of the LMP
advertisers (Rmode ):
Rmode ⊆ disjoint[i] ⇒ σmode,i = smode

(3.14)

As such σmode,i is the largest value available on the link. From procedure Best Router,
and given that at least one router has pmode as its best prefix, the modal prefix will
always be selected if present in the set of routers’ best prefixes.
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Selection of the best prefix for each router effectively creates a set of zero or
more routers which have pmode as best prefix. Given the set of best prefix tuples
BL , on the link L:
BL , {(pmode , rg ), . . . , (pmode , rh ), (pk , ri ), . . . , (pq , rj )}

(3.15)

The routers with the modal prefix as best are those such that:
Bmode = BL ∩ {(pmode , r1 ), . . . , (pmode , rn )}

(3.16)

Selections of chosen router are then made amongst those routers present in
Bmode by procedure Pick Pfx Rtr, until the set is exhausted, or MOI is achieved.
Additional routers may join the set Bmode on subsequent iterations, due to the
increased advertisement of the previously readvertised prefixes.
Where a prefix is readvertised, non-advertisers of a chosen prefix pc where
rc ∈ RDi improve their preference for pc on subsequent iterations:
0
(σc,i
, s0c , pc ) = (σc,i + 1, sc + 1, pc )

(3.17)

If pc is the LMP, subsequent routers may therefore choose this prefix where they
previously would not have, due to the number of relationships created with the
original and new LMP advertisers.
If all remaining routers choose the LMP for their readvertised prefix, a Modal
Prefix LinkID is created. When the set of routers with pmode as best prefix are
exhausted (Bmode = ∅), other prefixes are readvertised until MOI is created. In this
case though, each other prefix creates strictly more relationships than by choosing
to readvertise the LMP, and may have a lower total bandwidth cost than available
with a LinkID.

3.5.5

Improves on best LinkID in some cases

The algorithm provided in Section 3.5.2 is able to generate MOI at a lower cost than
any LinkID in some circumstances. As described, the algorithm halts immediately
upon detection of MOI. Unless MOI pre-existed the first iteration, a router has
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added a prefix on its penultimate iteration (considering that the last iteration only
detects MOI).
Three different scenarios surrounding the final prefix readvertisement are possible. At the start of the penultimate iteration, s0mode is the updated number of
advertisements of the modal prefix in the advertisement set A0L . Before selecting a
prefix to readvertise, either:
p34
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A non-LinkID solution

Figure 3.8: Efficacy of some non-LinkID Message order independence solutions.
Here, many relationships exist between routers, which share prefixes. No LinkID is
possible though which adds less than two prefix advertisements.
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r5

r6

Figure 3.9: An example augmented advertisement set achieving MOI. The prefix
was chosen for readvertisement using the algorithm in Section 3.5.2. The modal
prefix was not augmented to create this non-LinkID MOI solution.

1. s0mode = n − 1 (from equation 3.8), and the chosen prefix in the subsequent
iteration is the LMP (since Bmode 6= ∅, as no MOI exists). This constructs a
LinkID.
2. s0mode < n − 1 ∧ Bmode 6= ∅. The chosen prefix in the iteration is the LMP,
but the algorithm terminates without a LinkID. This is because MOI already
exists before the next iteration, as described in Section 3.5.3. An example of
this is shown in Figure 3.8.
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3. s0mode < n−1∧Bmode = ∅. The chosen prefix is not the LMP, and the algorithm
terminates due to MOI, before adding further prefixes. An example of this is
shown in Figure 3.9.
In case 2, The cost of the solution is strictly less than that of the LinkID
solution, and with 3, the cost is less than LinkID, if the number of iterations are:

s0mode

m
X

− smode +

(s0k − sk ) < n,

k=1,k6=mode

⇒

s0mode

m
X

+

(s0k − sk ) < n,

k=1,k6=mode

⇒

m
X

(s0k − sk ) < n − s0mode ,

(3.18)

k=1,k6=mode

So for any number of iterations where pmode is the chosen prefix, the algorithm’s
bandwidth cost in additional prefixes relies on the number of additional non-LMP
advertisements.
When the set of routers wishing to readvertise LMP is exhausted (Bmode = ∅),
every router’s choice of prefix creates more relationships than choosing the LMP
(inverting relation 3.13):
σk,i > σmode,i , if RDi 6= ∅, i = 1, . . . , n.

(3.19)

Therefore, if the mean number of relationships created per iteration (σk,c ) may be
kept greater than that created by readvertising pmode (with variations described
in 3.17) the number of iterations will be lower than a LinkID solution. This is
guaranteed, if MOI can be created with the first non-LMP prefix added.

3.5.6

Summary

Combinations of MOI techniques with other change detection schemes are already
proposed today [17][74].
For example, where prefix landmarks are in use, inclusion of prefixes in a
responding RA is not strictly required for MOI, if the response indicates the host
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is on the same link. For landmark Negative Acknowledgements, inclusion in the
NACK of sufficient prefix or other information to establish MOI, should be sufficient
to prevent false change detection from any routers on the link.
Detailed specification of such combinations depends on the other (non-MOI)
mechanism. In order to maintain the focus of this chapter, this is deferred to future
publication.

3.6

Conclusions

The new Message Order Independence framework for change detection was presented, and used to improve an existing proposed solution for change detection in
IPv6 networks. This modified solution, Modal Prefix Link Identifiers, was shown to
be most efficient possible prefix-based Link Identifier scheme, and superior to any
other previously defined scheme in terms of additional on-link bandwidth.
An additional algorithm for Message Order Independence based on increasing
relationships between routers was presented. The algorithm was shown to be as
good as Modal Prefix Link Identifiers in all cases, and better in others.
These mechanisms provide an important advance towards efficient Link-Change
detection in IPv6 hosts. They achieve this by allowing accurate identification of
link-change with a single received Router Advertisement message.
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Chapter 4

Bit cost analysis of Link
Identification schemes
4.1

Introduction

Link Change Detection is used by wireless IPv6 hosts upon attachment to a new
cell to determine if they have moved outside the boundaries where their current
configuration will work [16]. Link Change detection is based on link-identification.
Link Identification allows a host to logically group a set of network resources which
share a common configuration domain.
Identifying links avoids expensive reconfiguration operations when cell change
does not result in a link change. That is, if their addresses and routers are detected
as still being reachable, no configuration state change occurs. At the same time, link
identification aims to indicate when configuration is required as soon after attaching
to a new wireless cell as possible.
In IPv6, change detection is accomplished primarily through network-layer signalling with locally scoped addresses. This has a number of advantages. It works
over various link-layers regardless of their underlying capabilities for link identification [54][100]. The addressing mechanisms are universally available, and do not rely
upon presence of network infrastructure for operation [50][101]. Additionally, services for configuration of routing and addressing make an ideal source of information
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for hosts wishing to check the link identity [16][76].
Router discovery forms the basis for Link Identification procedures in IPv6
[76]. This chapter describes existing deficiencies in the operation of router discovery for Link Identification, and provides a the first thorough performance analysis of
the recently developed techniques which aim to rectify these shortcomings. A combination scheme consisting of a subset of existing proposals containing key features
is illustrated, and its performance characterized.

4.2

Router Discovery and link change detection

While IPv6 Router Discovery provides information about IP subnet prefixes and
address configuration, it provides no direct concept of link identity, except through
global address prefixes advertised by routers [76]. IPv6 address prefixes are sent in
Prefix Information Options (PIOs) as part of Router Advertisements (RAs) [76].
These prefixes are used by hosts to configure addresses, which are used to communicate across the Internet. As such, the prefixes are also unique routing identifiers,
not present at any other location.
While routers advertise particular prefixes, there are no constraints for different
routers within the same link to advertise common prefixes, nor for routers to always
advertise the same prefixes [76]. This makes it more difficult to track the link’s
identity, as no prefix is guaranteed to be available for subsequent matching in later
RAs. This makes it difficult to distinguish between a newly advertised prefix on
the same link, and a link-change.
Router Advertisements use source addresses which are link-local in scope and
are therefore unique only within a link. As such the advertiser’s address may be
replicated (by itself or others), appearing on other links. Therefore, it is difficult to
detect if link-change occurs by recording advertising routers.
Neither source addresses or prefixes are immediately useful for link change
detection, due to lack of constraints on existing deployed routers. As such, other
mechanisms have been described which modify the behaviour of one or more participants in the router discovery, in order to achieve effective link-identification.
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Figure 4.1: Ambiguity in host arrival on a new link. It is difficult to determine if
the received Router Advertisement message (arrow) indicates link change.

The following section describes four of these techniques, which provide the
state-of-the-art in IPv6 link identification strategies.

4.3

Strategies for link change detection

Link Identification allows a wireless host to identify the link by inspecting messages
sent by routers on that link. This allows immediate change detection upon reception
of an RA which identifies a different link.
As the base IPv6 mechanisms make it difficult to compare two consecutive
messages and identify if they belong to the same link, several strategies have been
proposed to allow this immediate detection to occur.

4.3.1

Complete Prefix List

Complete Prefix Lists have been proposed by Choi and Nordmark to provide change
detection, by relying on mobile host reasoning [18]. They require no upgrade of
network infrastructure, but rely upon collection of information from legacy routers.
While Routers are not required to advertise prefixes consistently, nor are they
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ever required to advertise all their prefixes, the IPv6 Neighbour Discovery specification recommends that they advertise all prefixes in response to a Router Solicitation
(RS) [76]. Therefore, it is possible to collect the set of prefixes available on the link,
and later use this to identify if a received RA comes from the same link [18].

Config
A,B,C
complete

A::

B::
C::

D::

Figure 4.2: Complete Prefix Lists and mismatched RA information. Knowledge
of completeness of received information can be used to immediately identify link
change, if mismatching Router Advertisements are received.

Once the host is aware that it has complete information about a link, it can
identify if any RA message is received from its current link, or from a new link.
Nordmark and Choi describe a system which performs a sequence of solicitation
and prefix gathering cycles, before it predicts that its prefix knowledge is complete
[18]. Due to response timers and link transit delays for solicited router discovery
messages, the period allowed for prefix gathering in each cycle is 4 seconds.
Estimation that the list of gathered prefixes is complete is based on the probability that advertisements from all routers have been received. This typically
requires the expiration of at least one gathering interval, unless a received RA indicates that the host remains in the same link. Due to wireless packet error rates,
deciding the prefix list is complete can take multiple RS/RA exchanges cycles. Once
a host is satisfied that the prefix list is likely to contain information solicited from
all routers, the list of prefixes is designated as a Complete Prefix List (CPL).
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RA

RA
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L2
UP
Figure 4.3: Complete Prefix Lists build cycles. CPLs are built across one or more
solicit and wait cycles. When all responses are estimated to have been gathered the
list is declared complete.

The CPL identifies the link by the union of the advertised prefixes. Any RA
received with no prefixes in common with a complete prefix list is considered an
indication that link change has occurred.
Until the prefix list is seen to be complete, a level of uncertainty remains as to
whether an RA received without a prefix belonging to the complete prefix list is in
the same link or not. Delays in building prefix lists therefore prevent the technique
being used for rapidly moving devices.
At this time, Complete Prefix Lists provide the best possible construction
of link identifiers using existing IPv6 Neighbour Discovery compliant routers [76].
Since the aim of change detection is to generally support wirelessly connected hosts,
rapidly moving hosts are considered an important target group. Further development of techniques which address the fast moving host issue therefore rely upon
modification of router behaviours.

4.3.2

Augmented Router Discovery

Augmented router discovery exchanges add information to Solicitation or Advertisement messages to identify the link. The additional information allows immediate
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link change detection even for fast moving hosts.
Routers listen to messages advertised by other routers, so that they are more
aware of the composition of their own link. This allows them to subsequently present
some of this gathered information to visiting wireless hosts. Hosts use the presented
knowledge to compare with existing state, and determine if a configuration is valid.
They may also store link identifying information from the advertisement for further
use.
In some circumstances, the wireless host will receive both augmented and
unaugmented messages. This may be because adjacent networks may only be capable of IPv6 Neighbour Discovery [76], or because legacy routers co-exist on the same
link as upgraded routers. Ideally, wireless hosts implementing a Link Identification
scheme should be able to correctly and quickly identify which routers exist within
the same link, and those which are part of another link, even if the advertising
router does not support the augmented scheme. As such, augmentation schemes
may provide clues to hosts to ensure this occurs.
In order to provide unambiguous change detection, Router Advertisements can
be modified to provide either implicit or explicit Link Identifiers.
Explicit link identification uses a chosen identifier which is required in every
RA packet to indicate which link the wireless host is visiting. Schemes which use
explicit link identification share many properties, but in each case common identifier
selection has to occur between routers. This is described more in Section 4.3.5.
Implicit link identification makes use of knowledge which is present on the
wireless host, to enable it to infer the identity of the link. As previously seen,
Complete Prefix Lists implicitly identify the link, by using the knowledge that no
other prefixes currently exist on a link.
The two implicit link identification schemes described below have been described for the IETF’s Detecting Network Attachment working group [74]. Each
uses prefix sets as implicit identifiers, although one allows the network to choose
the identifier, and one allows host control.
CompleteRA (Section 4.3.3) augments each RA by including all of the link’s
prefixes seen on the link. In this fashion, the routers select the identifier. Prefix
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Landmark supportive routers each inspect the available prefixes on a link, and then
process queries containing a host chosen identifier, to see if it matches the existing
prefix set. This is described in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.3

Complete Router Advertisements

Complete Router Advertisements (CompleteRAs) inform the recipient wireless host
that all on-link prefixes have been received in a particular RA. This allows the host
to construct a Complete Prefix List with a single RA message [15][18][74]. The host’s
CPL construction phase immediately finishes upon reception of one CompleteRA.
The host can then readily detect changes, even if changing links rapidly. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.4, where a single received RA is sufficient both to detect
change and build a complete prefix list.

D::
Complete

A::

B::
C::

D::

Figure 4.4: A Router Advertisement message marked as complete. Knowledge
of completeness of received information can be used to immediately identify link
change, if mismatching Router Advertisements are received

Each router has a set of prefixes which it have been configured with. These
prefixes are considered “native” to the router. While it is common practice for all
routers on the link to share a set of prefixes, it is still possible for routers to have
a proper subset of the on-link prefixes configured natively. Therefore, CompleteRA
routers learn about other prefixes advertised on the link, and readvertise learned
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prefixes to in a CompleteRA Option(CRAO)1 ensure that their advertisements can
indicate completeness [74].
As the router will not have accurate configuration information for learned
prefixes, readvertised prefixes are not to be used for address autoconfiguration [101].
Since the readvertised prefixes are only used for link identification, they do not need
to be sent in Prefix Information Options, which are typically used in Neighbour
Discovery [76], and contain additional configuration related fields. A specialized
CompleteRA option may contain multiple prefixes, and needs only prefixes and
prefix lengths. All else may be omitted for bandwidth efficiency.
# Prefixes vs RA exchange cost using CompleteRA (+1 PIO)
3500
Complete PIOs
CompleteRA Variant2 (Plen > 64)
CompleteRA Variant2 (Plen <=64)
CompleteRA Variant1
Upper bound DNA Opt
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1000
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0
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4
6
Number of added Prefixes
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Figure 4.5: Cost of a Complete Router Advertisement for a specific number of
prefixes. Use of PIOs to advertise learned prefixes is compared to advertisement of
learned prefixes in an aggregate CRAO. One native prefix is advertised in a Prefix
Information Option

When a router is configured to advertise all of the prefixes that are in use on
a link, there is no cost to mark the RA as “complete” [15]. However, when a router
is not configured to advertise all of those prefixes, there is a cost associated with
adding the learned prefixes to the RA. Figure 4.5 illustrates that cost for varying
numbers of learned prefixes along with three different ways of including the learned
1
Existing internet-drafts have provided such an option described as either a DNA Option, or a
Learned Prefix Option.
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prefixes in the RA. The three ways are: including each in a PIO and two schemes
for bundling all of the learned prefixes into a single CRAO - one with fixed length
and one with variable length fields [74].
As can be seen, specialized CRAO formats save significant space over the use
of PIOs to advertise learned prefixes. Where prefix lengths are ≤ 64, CRAO variant
2 has significantly lower overhead, requiring 9 octets per prefix, plus no more than
8 additional octets.
In the longer term, it may become commonplace to require prefixes of length
greater than 64 bits. Even then, an upper bound on the additional size of the RA
is able to be projected though, with aggregate CRAOs. Where λ is the number
of learned prefixes readvertised, Aggregate CompleteRA options always consuming
less than or equal to
sCRAO ≤ 8 + 17λ

(4.1)

octets.

Cost of RA (bits) for 8 prefixes on link.
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Complete PIOs
CompleteRA Variant1
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of costs for advertising Complete and unaugmented RAs.
Illustrated with various learned RA option formats, for varying numbers of (native)
prefixes already advertised by the router. The number of prefixes present on the
link is 8 (constant for all routers).
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When all on-link routers use CompleteRA, each advertises a like number of
prefixes. The ratio of learned to native prefixes depends on the original unaugmented prefix set of each router. As shown in Figure 4.6, the cost of a CompleteRA
Prefix advertisements is bounded by the cost of advertising the prefixes separately
in PIOs. For the purpose of later bandwidth cost comparisons of CompleteRA with
other link identification schemes, this upper bound is used, in order to not underestimate the costs on any of the advertising routers. Readers are reminded that
actual costs of CompleteRA on individual routers may be lower, though.
CompleteRA interacts well with legacy routers. Even where non-participating
routers exist on a link, their prefixes are learned and advertised by the CompleteRA
routers. This removes any “surprise” for hosts receiving these advertisements subsequently.
Since CompleteRA builds an authoritative Complete Prefix List immediately,
transitions into and out of links without CompleteRA routers are simplified. Arrival
on a new link where routers advertise CompleteRA allows the host to identify that
link change has occurred as soon as it receives a CompleteRA which does not contain
its configured prefixes. Additionally, once the CPL is built, transition outside the
link where CompleteRA is available immediately indicates link-change on receiving
an RA which prefixes that don’t match the CPL [18][74].
This co-existence is the critical advantage of CompleteRA over its alternative
solutions. As illustrated below though, the cost of CompleteRA is higher than for
other link-identification solutions.

4.3.4

Prefix Landmarking

A prefix landmark is an identifier chosen by a host, which is used to detect link
change [74]. When a host suspects that it may have moved, it sends an RS containing one of its currently configured prefixes in a Landmark Option.
Similarly to Complete RA, routers on a link monitor the set of known prefixes
seen in solicited and unsolicited RAs. Routers receiving a landmark option in an RS
indicate whether the landmark prefix is on-link or not by copying the Option into
the responding RA and setting appropriate flags. These flags indicate whether the
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prefix is present or not. Reception of this answer by a host immediately identifies
whether link-change has occurred.

Landmark

Landmark

A?

A?

A=Yes

A::

B::
C::

A=No

D::

Figure 4.7: Hosts arriving on a link providing landmarking services. In the lefthand
case, the host arrives back at the same link which is already configured. In the
righthand case, the host receives an indication that its configured prefix is not
present on the new link.

As landmarks are chosen from prefixes which are known to the host, a router
which indicates that a landmark is present also knows that the solicitor has valid
configuration for this link. The responding RA can therefore be abbreviated, and
does not need to contain any configuration information, except the Landmark Option itself. Where the prefix is not present on-link, the RA contains prefix configuration information to assist in acquiring a topologically correct address.
This can conserve bandwidth, but depends on the mean number of visited
cells per link change. In Figure 4.8, this is illustrated. Where each cell is a different
link, the additional overheads of options in RS and RA make it more expensive in
bandwidth than an unaugmented router discovery. Conversely the minimum cost
of a Landmark scheme is achieved where cell change never results in a link change,
allowing the router to send the abbreviated “Landmark present” RAs. The mean
total cost approaches this minimum as the number of cells per link change increases.
Landmarking’s overall cost depends not only on the ratio of cell to link tran69
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Figure 4.8: Cells per link change, cost of landmark RS/RA for routers with 4
configured Prefix Information Options. Assumes one RA response per RS and a
landmark option size of 16 Octets.

sitions, but also upon the size of the configuration options omitted from RAs in
intra-link transitions. Figure 4.9 describes the relationship between prefixes and
the cost of landmarking. While the costs of landmark solutions are bounded, the
actual cost depends on the number of prefixes used on-link and the average number
of cells visited per link transition. As can be seen, even if there is only one prefix
per RA, landmarking provides an expected performance improvement with a cellto-link ratio of at least 5. The minimum number of cells per link change to achieve
a cost saving drops to 1.8 when 2 PIOs are included, and 1.16 for 7 prefixes.
It is advantageous to send a Landmark Option in a solicitation if the additional
cost in options (of size sland ) are offset by the expected reduction in advertised
configuration options (each of size sopt,i ) if the host remains within the current link.
This implies that the expected cell-to-link ratio c has to exceed a threshold amount
to warrant landmark solicitation:
Pn

c≥

sopt,i
i=1P
−2sland + ni=1 sopt,i
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(4.2)

# Prefixes vs RS/RA exchange cost
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Figure 4.9: Effect of prefixes (in PIOS) on landmark and non landmark RS/RA
costs. Unaugmented RAs contain only SLLAO and prefix options [76]. Assumes 32
octet options for each prefix and one RA response per RS.

Figure 4.10 summarizes the bandwidth cost of Landmarking solutions for varying rates of RAs, with a fixed number of PIOs. As can be seen, the cost of landmarking is independent of Unsolicited RAs, but affects solicited RA efficiency.
When travelling across links which contain landmark incapable routers, a landmark router can still verify whether a prefix is present since it monitors advertisements from every on-link router. Therefore movement into a landmark network,
from a non-landmark capable network will have immediate link-change detection.
Conversely, including a landmark in a solicitation will not help if a responding
RA is not landmark capable. Unless some other mechanism exists which can identify
link-change, the detection will have to fall back to methods like CPL.

4.3.5

Explicit Link Identifiers

Explicit Link Identifiers (LinkIDs) are used by routers to collectively name their
link. Identifiers need to be chosen so that they are different from the identifiers
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Figure 4.10: RD bandwidth cost bits per second for varying RS and unsolicited RA
rates, for 4 PIOs/RA. The effect of landmarking is independent of unsolicited RAs
rates. Assumes one RA response per RS.

used on links from which nodes may transition. [17][85]. Link Identifying routers
algorithmically choose one identifier for all to advertise.
Hosts receive and store the identifiers for later use. Subsequent reception of a
new RA containing the same identifier confirms that the transmitting router exists
on the same link. Conversely, reception of an RA with a mismatching identifier detects a change of link. This is illustrated in Figure 4.11, where a host is transitioning
between links with different identifiers.
In some circumstances, the wireless host will receive both augmented and
unaugmented RAs. Notably, while reception of a new link identifier names a link,
it does not invalidate previous configuration learned from a non-link identifying
router. Also, even if a host already has a LinkID configured, an RA received from
non link identifying router does not immediately indicate link change, unless the
wireless host has additional state such as CPL.
The presence of link identifiers does not necessarily cause additional bits to be
transmitted in router discovery messages. Where prefixes are used as identifiers, a
flag indicating its use may be included in an existing advertised PIO [17]. Where
the LinkID would not be otherwise advertised by the router, an option containing
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Config
B,C
ident1

A::
ident1

B::
C::
ident1

D::
ident4

Figure 4.11: Host arrival on a new link using an explicit link identifier. The received
router advertisement is identified as being from a different link from that configured.

only the identifying information could be included. The minimum size necessary to
accomplish this is 16 octets if 64 bit prefixes are to be used as identifiers [50].
LinkID schemes have a number of advantages in bandwidth utilization over
CompleteRA schemes. The ability to identify the link with a single option significantly reduces the cost of router discovery compared to CompleteRA, when learned
prefixes are readvertised. Additionally, since only the LinkID option is required in
an RA to distinguish link-change, routers may omit PIOs in order to reduce bandwidth consumption on some unsolicited RAs. This is illustrated in Figure 4.12,
with RS’s sent each second, and unsolicited RAs being transmitted at the highest
rate specified in IPv6 Neighbour Discovery (between 3-4 seconds per RA) [76].
Where no learned prefixes are readvertised, both CompleteRA and LinkID
solicited Router Advertisements are the same size. LinkID has an advantage here
only where prefixes are able to be omitted from unsolicited RAs. In Figures 4.12
and 4.13, for ‘LinkID with drop’ all prefixes are being omitted from unsolicited RAs.
Instead a smaller LinkID option is included. In practice, it is not useful to omit all
prefixes in every unsolicited RA, due to the need to support non-LinkID capable
wireless hosts. As unsolicited RA rates are increased though, a small number of
background unsolicited advertisements could retain full prefix information, with
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Figure 4.12: Bandwidth Cost of link identifiers and CompleteRAs for various numbers of learned prefixes, and four natively configured prefixes, at 1 RS/Second, and
one unsolicited RA each 3.5 seconds. Assumes one RA response per RS.

limited additional cost.
The cost of link identifiers compared with CompleteRA is summarized in Figure 4.14. For a set number (16) of on-link prefixes the cost of additional unsolicited
RAs significantly affects the bandwidth cost of CompleteRA transmission. Routers
which only advertise their own native prefixes experience relatively lower overhead
the fewer prefixes are configured, if LinkID is used. LinkID schemes which drop
PIOs other than the LinkID provide an lower bound case, where the size of an RA
is affected very little by the number of prefixes configured.

4.3.6

Summary of Link Identification schemes

Four schemes were presented which describe the state of research and standardization for link identification in IPv6. These schemes all can identify link change
immediately given appropriate circumstances.
Complete Prefix Lists can be deployed on new wireless hosts without modification to any network infrastructure. They require a training period of Router
Solicitation in order to effectively identify a link. The ability to immediately iden74
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Figure 4.13: Bandwidth Cost of link identifiers and CompleteRAs for various numbers of prefixes. Performance of one router shown, but all on-link routers share the
same (native) prefix set. Transmissions at 1 RS/Second, and one unsolicited RA
each 3.5 seconds. Assumes one RA response per RS.

tify link change, without a learning period is available from CompleteRA, LinkID
and Landmark solutions, where both the origin and destination cells belong to links
where routers support the optimization.
CompleteRA can additionally be used to build a Complete Prefix List immediately, which provides the ability to transition quickly into or out of unmodified
networks. This feature is strongly desirable, as deployment of any optimization
schemes for link change detection is going to be incremental, and during early deployment phases, operation between link-identifying and legacy environments is
critical.
The additional bandwidth utilization of CompleteRA systems is related to the
number of on-link prefixes not natively configured on the router. Each router advertises every on-link prefix, although the size occupied by learned prefixes is lower
than native prefixes. Landmark and Link Identifier schemes each have lower costs
with large numbers of prefixes, which come through information omission. Prefix
Landmarking systems reduce the average cost of solicited RAs by omitting prefixes
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Figure 4.14: Cost of link identifiers and CompleteRAs for 1 RS/Second with 16
prefixes on the link. With variation in number of learned prefixes. Assumes one
RA response per RS, and CompleteRA options of size governed by relation 4.1.

when the host moves within a link composed of many cells. Link Identification
systems omit prefixes on Unsolicited RAs, as hosts can identify the link from a
common identifier option.
Combinations of these schemes are possible which match the deployability
of CompleteRA with bandwidth saving mechanisms from LinkID or Landmarks.
Combinations of these schemes are analysed in the next section.

4.4

Combination Link Identification

As described previously, LinkID and Landmark schemes each provide information
omission mechanisms which save bandwidth over CompleteRA systems. These systems may be applied to CompleteRA schemes in a way which swiftly builds a CPL,
with lower overheads than available using CompleteRA alone.
One of the existing proposals for link identification suggests use of Prefix Landmarks with CompleteRA [74]. We compose a link identification scheme using this
specification and analyse its performance. Subsequently we compare the worst case
performance of the composed Landmark and CompleteRA system with a system
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which also includes Link Identifiers.

4.4.1

Landmark and CompleteRA scheme

As described in Figure 4.9, the efficiency of landmarking systems depends not only
on the cell-to-link ratio, but on the bandwidth saved from responding to landmark solicitations with abbreviated Landmark RAs. Thus the number of prefixes
advertised affects the minimum cell-to-link ratio required to gain benefit from landmarking.
While CompleteRA can lead to additional learned prefixes being advertised,
for a particular number of prefixes on a link, the ratio between readvertised and
native prefixes modifies the savings provided by landmarking as described in Figure
4.15. Where all prefixes are advertised as PIOs, a landmark acknowledgement is
most effective at reducing bandwidth. As a greater fraction of the on-link prefixes
are presented in CRAOs, the minimum cell-to-link ratio for breakeven increases.
If any PIOs are present in an RA, then landmarks will always have a net benefit
if the cell-to-link ratio is high enough (and always if c ≥ 5). Where no PIOs are
present in a CompleteRA, it takes at least 3 on-link prefixes to warrant landmark
solicitation.
Figure 4.16 describes a modification to the combined Landmark and CompleteRA scheme which relies upon the completeness of advertised information in
the case where the host has moved to the new network. In the modified scheme,
Landmark Options are not required in RAs which are marked as complete, as they
already advertise all on-link prefixes2 . This reduces the mean cost of sending a
landmark solicitation for the inter-link movement case, and therefore makes it more
attractive to use landmarks, even on networks with low cell-to-link ratios. As can
be seen, a cell-to-link ratio of 3 provides a breakeven, with only one advertised PIO,
rather than 5 as was the case with the earlier scheme.
Figure 4.17 gives expected RS/RA exchange costs for landmarks and CompleteRA with the modified scheme, comparing this with RS/RA exchanges which
don’t use Landmarks, when the cell-to-link ratio is 1.8. It illustrates that the ex2
This behaviour is possible, but not recommended by the latest IETF Internet Draft (in Section
5.1.6 of [74]).
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Figure 4.15: Expected Cell-to-link ratio breakeven points. Minimum expected Cellto-Link Ratios required to justify Landmark Option inclusions into Router Solicitations. Shown for varying numbers of on-link prefixes, advertised either in PIOs or
CompleteRA Options (Variant 2, with ≤ 64 bit prefix lengths). Assumes one RA
response per RS.

pected cost of receiving an RA from an existing router can be used to determine
whether or not landmarks should be used. As can be seen, the bandwidth cost
of sending landmark options is only marginally better than RS/RA without them,
when all prefixes are represented in CRAOs. Larger numbers of prefixes, and different cell-to-link ratios affect the relative benefit received though.
Relative bandwidth savings per RS/RA exchange are described in Figures 4.18
and 4.19. They describe relative cost savings compared to (no-landmark) Complete
RS/RA exchange. The contours of Figure 4.19 start in the top-left corner, at 0%,
colour coded for PIO (light) or CompleteRA (dark). These savings are significant
for large numbers of prefixes on-link (which CompleteRA on its own has difficulty
with). Each further contour is a reduction of 20% bandwidth. For example, A
cell-to-link ratio of 3 with 10 prefixes exhibit a > 20% reduction in overhead for
each RS/RA exchange when all prefixes are represented in a CompleteRA, while a
similar exchange using PIOs more than doubles this.
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Landmark Breakeven point against RA structure, No Landmarks in CompleteRA
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Figure 4.16: Expected cell-to-link ratio breakeven points with Landmark omission.
Minimum expected Cell-to-Link Ratios required to justify Landmark Option inclusions into Router Solicitations, where Landmark Options are not required in responding CompleteRAs. Shown for varying numbers of on-link prefixes, advertised
either in PIOs or CompleteRA Options (Variant 2, with ≤ 64 bit prefix length).
Assumes one RA response per RS.

4.4.2

Landmark and CompleteRA scheme with LinkID

As described before, LinkIDs have significant cost savings when compared to CompleteRA for high rates of unsolicited Router Advertisement, and for large numbers
of on-link prefixes.
Router Advertisement rates in excess of 1 each 3.5 seconds are allowed by the
Mobile IPv6 specification [56]. They provide low delay RA reception for mobile
hosts arriving on a link, without requiring solicitation. This is accomplished by
broadcasting packets at rates of up to 20 RAs/second per router. This gives a
minimum mean delay before reception of 25 ms (for one router, ignoring link-layer
delays), but utilizes bandwidth symmetrically across all cells in a link, even if no
wireless host arrives on a cell within the RA interval.
Recent research and standardization have illustrated mechanisms for fast delivery of Router Advertisements only when hosts need to know about link change
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Figure 4.17: Cost for cell-to-link ratio of 1.8, with varying numbers of on-link
prefixes. Advertised either in PIOs or CompleteRA Options (Variant 2, with ≤ 64
bit prefix lengths). Assumes one RA response per RS.

[28][58][74]. As such advertisement of RAs at rates greater than that specified in
IPv6 Neighbour Discovery is wasteful, if fast responding routers are available [76].
Considering that future systems are likely to deploy fast responding routers, we discuss unsolicited RAs with the desired minimum mean interval of 3.5 seconds from
IPv6 Neighbour Discovery.
Figure 4.20 gives an overview of the effect of unsolicited RA and RS rates on a
combined scheme using LinkID and Landmarks. The leftmost portion of the graph
illustrates rates at the maximum allowed rates for Mobile IPv6 (12.8 kbps LinkID
RAs, even without RSs) [56]. As seen in Figure 4.21, the difference between the
best possible LinkID scheme (with prefix dropping) and a 4 configured prefixes on a
router is 256 bps when the unsolicited RA interval is 3.5 s. This is less than 3% of a
single timeslot CS-1 GPRS downlink. The performance of non-LinkID combinations
is somewhat better if some of these prefixes are represented in a CRAO.
As described in Figure 4.22, when combined with a solicited CompleteRA
scheme, use of link identifiers and prefix omission on unsolicited RAs saves bandwidth related to the rate of advertisements and the number of prefixes in the Com80
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Figure 4.18: Relative savings for Complete RS/RA exchanges, when using Landmarks. Illustrated for various size links (cell-to-link ratios). All prefixes on the
link are advertised either in CompleteRA Options or Prefix Information Options.
Assumes one RA response per RS.

pleteRA, where P is the number of native prefixes and λ is the number of learned
prefixes that are readvertised in a CompleteRA Option of size SCRAO (λ):

∆CostC−L ≤ 8RU nsol (SP IO .P + SCRAO (λ) − Sminlid )

(4.3)

This assumes all prefixes are omitted in the unsolicited LinkID RA. An upper
bound on this benefit can be gained by assuming that the CompleteRA cost per
prefix is the same as that of a Prefix Information Option:
∆CostC−L ≤ 8RU nsol (32(P + λ) − 16)
= 128RU nsol (2(P + λ) − 1)bps

(4.4)

Given that the maximum mean rate for unsolicited RAs in the ND specification is
1 RA each 3.5 seconds [76], The maximum additional cost where no LinkID is used
can be shown to be:
max ∆CostC−L ≤

256(2(P + λ) − 1)
7
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(4.5)
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Figure 4.19: Relative savings for Complete RS/RA exchanges, when using Landmarks. All prefixes on the link are advertised either in CompleteRA Options or
Prefix Information Options. Assumes one RA response per RS.

So there’s less than 74 bps per router and prefix bandwidth to be gained from using
LinkIDs at the highest transmission rate allowed in IPv6 Neighbour Discovery (ND)
[76]. This is illustrated further in Figure 4.22. For 32 on-link prefixes, the maximum
additional cost is of not using LinkIDs is 2304 bps at ND rates. For higher rates of
advertisement allowed under MobileIPv6 use of LinkIDs can provide a significant
cost saving. With the same number of on-link prefixes, LinkIDs could potentially
save up to 161 kbps.
An alternative new optimization to using LinkIDs would be to assume that
CompleteRAs are supplied through solicited RS/RA exchanges, allowing unsolicited
RAs to be transmitted without augmentation. Hosts would then rely upon their
Complete Prefix List (built using initial solicited CompleteRA reception), to identify
that periodic RAs belonged to the same link as the CompleteRA. In terms of relation
(4.4), this is equivalent to dropping the λ term. As illustrated in Figure 4.23, this
has similar cost to combined CompleteRA and LinkID solutions which do not drop
prefixes. It has the additional advantage that it does not require new LinkID option
formats in addition to CompleteRA and Landmarks.
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Router Discovery Cost for varying unsolicited RA intervals, and RS rate
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Figure 4.20: Cost against RS rate and unsolicited RA rate. Overall cost bps for
varying mean unsolicited RA interval and RS rate, where routers are configured
with 4 prefixes. Assumes one RA response per RS. Comparisons are made between
maximum landmark costs of networks with and without LinkIDs (options of size 16
octets).

4.5

Issues affecting performance of Link Identification

The bit cost of Link Change Detection using Router Discovery is affected by reliability measures, such as additional routers and message authentication.

4.5.1

Number of routers per link

In order to provide reliable deployment of change detection and routing services, it
is often necessary to provide additional routers on a link [74]. Additional routers
also assist in change detection operations where RA packet loss occurs on wireless
links [28].
Unsolicited RAs are sent for every router at the same intervals as if no other
routers were present on the link. Therefore, if the mean advertisement intervals for
the routers are the same, then the aggregate RA interval will be the mean individual
interval divided by the number of advertising routers. Each of the figures describing
unsolicited RA rates would apply directly.
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Router Discovery Cost for varying unsolicited RA intervals, RS rate=4/s
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Figure 4.21: Overall cost bps for varying mean unsolicited RA rate, with 4
RS/Second and 4 configured prefixes on the router. Comparisons are made between
between networks with and without LinkIDs (options of size 16 octets), instead of
PIOs in unsolicited RAs. Additional cost is 256 bps at unsolicited RA interval=3.5
s. Assumes one RA response per RS.

Figure 4.24 illustrates the effect of RS response duplication on bandwidth.
As each RS is received by multiple routers, they respond in order to provide linkidentification [74]. Thus the aggregate bandwidth used is the sum of the RAs plus
the single RS cost. In order to limit the cost of responses to RS, [74] proposes that
a maximum of 3 routers respond quickly. This reduces processing loads on later
responding routers, and reduces the transient bandwidth utilization due to fast RA
responses. Where fast responses are curtailed, the ultimate bit cost of an RS is
similar to that in Figure 4.24, although the late responding routers need not use
CompleteRAs and may be able to use the same multicast RA to service multiple
solicitors [76].

4.5.2

Secured Neighbour Discovery

Secured Neighbour Discovery (SEND) is a mechanism where hosts and routers sign
messages to prove the authenticity of neighbour and router discovery operations
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Figure 4.22: Overall cost (bps) for mean Unsolicited RA interval=3.5 s Assumes
one RA response per RS. Comparisons are made between maximum landmark costs
of networks with and without LinkIDs (options of size 16 octets).

[5]. It uses RSA public key cryptography to sign messages from a particular cryptographically generated address (CGA) which ties message authentication to the
sender’s public/private key pair [6].
One of the principle drawbacks of SEND is the overhead of signatures being
introduced in each packet. Typically either 1024 or (preferably) 2048 bit public
keys will be advertised in SEND CGA Parameter Options, and all messages are
signed with an RSA Signature option of a similar size. Overheads for solicited RAs
with SEND are illustrated in Figure 4.25. For large numbers of added prefixes,
it is possible to exceed the minimum IPv6 MTU with the RA contents. When
RSA public keys of 2048 bits are used, the maximum number of PIOs which can be
transmitted on a link with the minimum IPv6 MTU is 18 (17+1 in the figure). When
RSA public keys of 1024 bits are included, at least 32 prefixes may be transmitted
on an Ethernet link. If the link’s MTU is exceeded, CompleteRAs may not be sent,
and fallbacks to other mechanisms (including CPL) may be required.
For link-change detection, a router cannot omit any SEND option, unless it
has a strong reason to believe the host has already received it in a previous adver85
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Figure 4.23: Overall cost bps for mean Unsolicited RA interval=3.5 s and one
RS/second. Assumes one RA response per RS. Comparisons are made between
CompleteRA costs of networks with and without LinkIDs, and with incomplete
Unsolicited RAs.

tisement. For arriving hosts, the router will generally have to include all options so
that the host can cryptographically verify its RA. This means that no additional
benefit is available when using LinkIDs with SEND either as part of a standalone or
combined system, since no SEND information may be omitted from either solicited
or unsolicited RAs.
As a new optimization, it is possible to take advantage of landmarking, to
reduce SEND Router Advertisement message costs. Routers receiving Landmarks
in RSs though, are able to identify hosts which have previously visited the current
link. Landmarks which match a prefix on the current link indicate that the host
has received at least one RA from a present router, and if the original router is
a SEND router, that it had sufficient trust to use the advertised prefix. In this
case, it is probably safe to omit CGA Parameter Options from SEND RAs, while
retaining the RSA signature option. This will work if the host has already received
the router’s public key. This saves around 192 octets for a 1024 bit public key, due
to option formats and public key description overheads. Conversely it is mandatory
that a CGA Parameter Option is sent in an RA where a solicited landmark is not
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Figure 4.24: Cost per router for RS/RA exchange, with 4 PIOs per RA. As the
number of routers increases, the cost asymptotes toward the RA cost per router.
This figure ignores scheduling, and the use of earlier scheduled unsolicited RAs. It
also assumes like-configured routers.

present, as it indicates that the host isn’t likely to have existing configuration for
this network.
Figure 4.26 shows the minimum cell-to-link ratio required for Landmarks to
be bandwidth efficient for link change-detection with the CGA option omission
optimization. The effectiveness of landmarking is increased relative to the nonSEND case only if the CGA Parameter Option is omitted. Clearly, if the RA
cannot be verified due to the omission of this option, there may be additional delay
to wait for a trusted router’s RA, or overhead to verify the received RA. In any
case, the host has not moved, so its configuration is still valid, which removes some
urgency to verify the RA.

4.6

Conclusions

This chapter provides the first in-depth analysis and comparison of the costs of
Landmarks, Link Identifiers and CompleteRA schemes for Link Identification.
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Figure 4.25: Effect of SEND on Message size, with various sized CompleteRAs.
Solicited RAs shown, with SEND CGA Signature, Timestamp and Nonce Options.
Messages of a particular size would exceed the link MTU and can not be transmitted.

CompleteRA is the only link identification scheme which both allows immediate construction of identifying state, and provides compatibility with unaugmented
routers.
Link Identification schemes achieve efficiency by choosing to omit configuration
information from RAs. This provides cost savings over CompleteRA, particularly
when routers do not all natively advertise the same prefixes. Landmark schemes
change their responses if a node revisits a cell within the same link. This reduces
costs for solicited RAs, depending on network topology and movement of hosts.
Prefix Link Identifiers provide a single prefix which is agreed by routers as sufficient
to identify the link this allows routers to omit prefixes in unsolicited RAs.
CompleteRA provides the required properties of a Link Identification scheme,
but is most expensive of the systems. Combinations of schemes allow for reduced
costs.
Combinations of Landmarks with CompleteRA provide a clear advantage over
either CompleteRA or Landmarks on their own. In particular, this chapter presents
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Figure 4.26: Effect of SEND on break-even cell-to-link ratio, with and without
inclusion of CGA Parameter Options on Landmark Acknowledgements. Assumes
one RA response per RS, Prefixes in PIOs and omission of Landmark Options on
Landmark Negative Acknowledgement.

a mechanism whereby the use of CompleteRA reduces the cost of Landmarks upon
link change. Additionally, when Landmarks are used with SEND, it has been shown
that RAs may omit of SEND options for hosts which remain in the same link. This
provides a significant cost saving over a non-Landmark solution.
In a combined scheme, Link-Identifiers lower costs for unsolicited RAs. Such
a solution provides improvement for large numbers of prefixes or high rates of unsolicited Router Advertisements.
Of note is the new description of landmark breakeven heuristics which make
it practical to estimate if landmarking is likely to be more efficient than unaugmented solicitations. These heuristics apply for both the standalone and combination schemes.
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Chapter 5

Performance comparison of Fast
Router Advertisement schemes
5.1

Introduction

The emergence of wireless communications as a basic access method on the Internet has the potential to change the way communications services are used and
experienced. Several technical challenges face implementers when providing wireless internet communications, which are not typically experienced with traditional
wireline networks.
One of these challenges is that of changing connectivity, which can affect the
quality of a user’s internet experience. Wireless internet devices change their pointof-attachment to the network, through device movement or electromagnetic propagation effects. When this re-attachment occurs, the host may have connected to a
network where their existing configuration is not valid. As such, the host needs to
rapidly determine if this is the case, and at the same time, it may be able to retrieve
new configuration state. For IPv6 hosts, it is possible to determine available routing
and addressing configuration using IPv6 Router Discovery [16][76].
In Router Discovery, hosts receive periodic multicast Router Advertisements
(RAs), which contain the router’s current configuration. If a host thinks it may
have invalid configuration, or does not know which routers are available, it can also
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solicit advertisements from routers.
As delivery of Router Advertisements is the primary mechanism for detecting
configuration validity, change detection procedures are highly dependent on the
performance of RA delivery [16].
This chapter describes operation and characteristics of several existing and
proposed Router Advertisement delivery techniques, in a comprehensive manner.
The analysis is the first for a number of the schemes, and existing schemes’ analyses
are extended to a number of realistic scenarios.

5.2

Background

Change detection is a generic problem for wireless Internet hosts, which are responsible for their own configurations [2][16][34]. Particularly when hosts are supporting
interactive and real-time communications sessions, delays to communications, and
breaks in connectivity are noticed by Internet users.
Disconnection and reconnection to an Internet are commonplace events when
a host is connected wirelessly to the network. When hosts are connected intermittently, or moving, they may disconnect from one cell and join another, but
also may wander into another configuration domain or link, where their existing
session-supporting routing and addressing configurations are invalid [16].
Detection that link-change has occurred is necessary, as until change detection
(and subsequent reconfiguration) occur, host communications are interrupted, and
data does not flow into, or out of the network for the wireless host. While linkchange detection is composed of three different aspects: fast message delivery, link
identification, and change verification, this chapter concentrates on only the first
task: delivery of information to the wireless host indicating that change has occurred
[5][16].

5.2.1

Delay requirements

Interactive and real-time applications provide hard limits on acceptable packet loss
and delay. This is because these impairments directly impact upon the experience
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Figure 5.1: Address invalidity on transition across link boundary. Until Router
Advertisements are received, invalid router address and prefix information will be
configured in a wireless IPv6 host. Router Solicitation may occur to more-rapidly
instigate RA delivery.

of Internet users. One of the most important of the real-time applications on the
Internet today is interactive Voice over Internet Protocols (VoIP).
As wireless hosts start adopting VoIP with IPv6, the requirements for service
restoration after link-change will become stringent. Voice itself is tolerant of partial
loss of information, but when packetised, entire sequences of interactive speech are
lost upon outage. As studies have shown, Voice services are intolerant of loss at
more than 1-2%, and retransmission of lost VoIP packets is impossible in most
environments due to the round trip latency induced [40][67].
While some success has been achieved using error concealment techniques [67],
little study has been performed on long burst errors as induced by Internet Protocol
mobility handover processes [11]. What is clear though is that burst errors on the
order of 100 ms are likely to lose entire phonemes, and that smaller bursty losses
40-60 ms are difficult to repair using simple techniques such as frame repetition
[67][87].
More advanced loss concealment techniques use predictive or interpolative
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Figure 5.2: Arrival and playout of VoIP packets with burst losses, as occur in
handovers. In systems which use predictive loss concealment, voice is reconstructed
based on information in the last good frame.

schemes. Predictive schemes attempt to discern a voice pattern to play out which
would follow previously received frames. As shown in Figure 5.2 predictive schemes
operate on limited knowledge, but induce very little additional delay [23][91].
As shown in Figure 5.3, interpolative schemes are an extension of predictive
schemes which improve prediction based on good frames received after a burst error
[47][107]. They trade off better audio stream delay against lower delay, both of which
can improve audio quality [67]. Where a sufficient jitter buffer exists, it may be
possible to use these techniques to partially repair burst losses without additional
induced delay [47][107].
Neither prediction or interpolation of voice streams inherently requires modification to existing VoIP packets. Additional schemes which modify packet formats
to add redundancy either induce unacceptable delay for real-time voice, or extend
the concepts presented above.
For example with 50 ms one-way propagation delay, it may be possible to
interpolate for losses of up to 3 frames of 20 ms with a jitter buffer of 80 ms, and
keep delays under 150 ms from mouth to ear [107]. This gives us an indicative
bound for the duration of loss which can be sustained during handover.
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Figure 5.3: Arrival and playout of VoIP packets with burst losses, as occur in handovers. In systems which use interpolative loss concealment, voice is reconstructed
based on information in the last good frame as well as the first good frame, if
available at playout time.

5.2.2

Handover delay

As the delay required to lose 3 consecutive voice frames is approximately 60 ms,
when handovers occur, they need to complete within this period in order to limit
their impact on the semantics of the voice stream. Particularly change detection is
only a partial contributor to the handover duration. In Figure 5.4, a sequence of
three components of handover are presented as composing handover delay: Linklayer handover, Change Detection and Mobility Signalling.
Mobility signalling has been the focus of many optimizations [48][72][105][108],
which are able to reduce the delay to little over a round-trip time between the
wireless host and its peer (to start receiving new frames). Propagation delays may
be avoided with support form local access infrastructure, reducing costs to a few
tens of milliseconds [61][97].
Change detection in IPv6 is based on IPv6 Router Discovery [76]. Router
Discovery is required after link-layer handover completes, in order to determine if
mobility signalling is required. Router Discovery is available from all IPv6 routers
although there may be scheduled delays before a Router Advertisement is delivered
[36].
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Link-layer handover delays predominate in some systems, and are of low cost
in others, due to network planning or multiple connectivity. Today, 802.11 wireless
LAN handovers are long, primarily due to channel scanning delays prior to association. Systems which use network adjacency information have been proposed, which
reduce scanning and probing delays [51][59]. While this may be a useful optimization, it is not generally applicable to administrative boundary transitions, nor will
it work generally in unmanaged network scenarios1 . In fact, with regard to change
detection, it is most likely to fail when a wireless host needs to change subnet.
As such, there are a number of variables which impact on the duration of
Link-layer handovers, which impact on how much time is available to the change
detection processes. For wide applicability though, it would be reasonable to aim
for no induced scheduling delay for RA packets, and a minimum number of packets
transmitted on the wireless medium.
This provides a target of < 10 ms, for message delivery, and either an RA
or an RS and an RA packets exchanged during the critical-path of the handover.
With regard to bounds on delay, few if any of the VoIP erasure repair schemes are
capable of repairing burst errors of more than 3 x 20 ms voice frames2 . Therefore,
we assume that it is necessary handovers should take less than 60 ms in 98% of
cases. With local mobility schemes and link-layer support this may be sufficient for
handovers supporting VoIP. It is also assumed to be desirable for the vast majority
(> 95%) of RA deliverys to take less than 20 ms, in order to provide enough time
for link-layer connection and mobility signalling to occur.

5.2.3

Existing change detection mechanisms

When handovers occur, it is possible that the wireless host has already been informed when its configuration will change. Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 provides
a change prediction capability along with its route repair mechanisms [61]. Similar
predictions are available using handover information services [25][54][64].
Where the cell to which the wireless host attaches is not correctly predicted,
1

Neighbour base station gathering may be possible in 802.11 where reassociation information
may be gathered by access-points sharing a LAN as described in [51].
2
In fact, most schemes are unable to deal with more than one frame erasure, and there’s some
doubt that many could handle three.
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Figure 5.4: Handover phases for non-predictive handovers in wireless networks.
Where multiple interfaces or link-layer facilities exist, the link-layer handover component may be eliminated.

or if the host is travelling on an unmanaged network, there may be insufficient
information for the host to detect if it has changed networks, or to which network
it has moved. In this case for a predictive system, the host falls back to change
detection and uses schemes as outlined in this chapter [62].
Change detection is a general Internet Protocol problem in wireless networks.
Hosts with IPv4 addresses need to identify if their configuration has changed, or if
non-local addresses are now available [2]. IPv4 networks almost universally make
use of DHCP for providing addressing and routing configuration to hosts visiting
a network [32]. Detecting Network Attachment for IPv4 (DNAv4) allows hosts to
rapidly check that they are able to use a dynamically configured address. While
getting a new address in the case of movement requires DHCP, configuration servers
may be off-link, and responses may be delayed for long periods. As such DNAv4
checks if the current router is available by sending ARP packets to a currently
configured router [88]. If the host has moved, this reachability test will fail after
multiple attempts, so a host simultaneously attempts DHCP in order to reduce
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delay for address configuration [2][32]. As such, the non-change case is optimized,
where the change case is not. Updates to DHCPv4 which allow address allocation
with only two messages are now becoming available though, which may improve the
case where a host arrives on a new link.
IPv6 networks today typically support Router Discovery, while few have DHCPv6
deployed. This represents a reversal of the situation available in IPv4, and causes
modification to the requirements for change detection. Router Discovery is part of
IPv6 Neighbour Discovery, and allows a host to determine if address configuration
is needed, by advertising IPv6 prefixes, and the availability of DHCP servers, if
they are needed [34][76][101].
DHCPv6 itself has no scheduled delays for response, and servers are generally
capable of providing addresses within a single pair of DHCP messages. Router
Discovery, though, is most applicable in IPv6 change discovery because it is always
available [36]. In the case a DHCPv6 message was sent on a network without a relay
or server, a timeout would have to occur before the host recognized link change,
and then Router Solicitation would be required to get address configuration. As
such, even though the Router Discovery specifies long random delays for Router
Advertisement delivery it will almost always respond to solicitation, or deliver a
multicast advertisement within a similar duration [76].

5.2.4

Existing optimizations to Router Discovery

IPv6 Router Discovery is specified with a number of delays, particularly those governing intervals between multicast RAs, and delays before sending a Router Advertisement in response to a solicitation [76]. Several researchers found these delays to
be prohibitive for wireless and mobile hosts [49][106]. While delays for the existing
IPv6 Neighbour Discovery timers are described in detail in section 5.3, below we
discuss early attempts to address limitations in the delay schemes.
Khalil, Kempf and Pentland devised a scheme for removal of scheduled delays
for at most one router on a link [58]. This scheme, called FastRA was tested by
the author and found to be effective in reducing delay overall mobile IPv6 handover
delays in [28]. FastRA requires hosts to send Router Solicitations immediately upon
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connection to a new link-layer cell, making use of a link-layer indication [77]. It
eliminates scheduling delays for RA sent in response to solicitation for one router
on a link. This allows that router to respond quickly, without a high probability
of other advertisements colliding with other Solicited RAs (which are delayed in a
0-500 ms interval. The requirement to manually configure a single router on a link
was seen as the primary weakness of FastRA, even though the performance was
striking (98% of RAs in the test were received in under 20 ms) [28].
Choi and Shin devised a scheme where wireless access points cache IPv6 Router
Advertisements, for delivery to hosts upon completion link-layer configuration procedures [20]. This scheme, named Fast Router Discovery, was implemented and
investigated in [29]. While the scheme outperformed even FastRA in testing, it
requires modification of link-layer devices. Additionally, the requirement to cache
RAs conflicted with Secured Neighbour Discovery’s timer based replay protection
mechanisms, leading to a maximum RA cache time of 2 s + 1% of the interval between received RAs. This is less than the unsolicited RA delivery interval in IPv6
Neighbour Discovery 3 .
More recent revisions of this protocol allow for the Access Point to solicit a
fresh Router Advertisement on behalf of a connecting wireless host. This replicates and requires similar optimizations to those found in FastRA, although the
AP’s solicitation may occur even before the host has finished link-layer connection
procedures (reducing RA delivery delay further) [21]. The requirement to modify
the link-layer device remains the single largest stumbling block to its utility, although it may be applicable to domains where this is valid from the point-of-view
of operators.
While early attempts were promising, limitations in each scheme prevented
their standardization. In section 5.4, we explore mechanisms which attempt to
achieve performance comparable to FastRA, while allowing robust dynamic configuration. Additionally, no modification of existing link-layer infrastructure is explored, in order to ensure that the techniques are applicable to IPv6 networks in
general.
3

Analysis presented by author in [24]. An attempt to fix this inability to securely cache is
presented in [21], but requires modifications to the SEND security model and special support from
both hosts and routers [5].
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5.3

Performance of existing schemes

Change detection procedures are highly dependent on the performance of Router
Discovery, particularly delays before RA delivery [16]. As such, the arrival of the
node on a network either requires delay until an already scheduled multicast RA is
transmitted, or solicit a response from the on-link routers.
These delays are characterized in the light of previous work in this area, and
performance impacting characteristics are determined.

5.3.1

Unsolicited Router Advertisements

Router advertisements in IPv6 are transmitted periodically, to ensure that hosts
have up-to-date configuration information. While the IPv6 Neighbour Discovery
specification defaults to an inter advertisement interval of between [200, 600] seconds, it is possible to configure the interval to be as short as [3, 4] seconds (mean 3.5
seconds). Multicast RAs are strictly rate limited in Neighbour Discovery, and unsolicited RAs are independently scheduled in a multicast RA interval, and without
reference to other routers’ advertisements [76]. Given the requirement to support
wireless and dynamically connected hosts, it is considered likely that operators will
advertise at the fastest rate allowed in IPv6 Neighbour Discovery, which ensures
that a host receives advertisements within a few seconds, but has a limited message
load on the access network.
Following the analysis described in [49], the cumulative distribution function
for the first scheduled RA delivery is presented in Figure 5.5. Ignoring MAC delays
and packet loss effects, the host may receive its first RA at any time in the future,
up to the maximum RA interval delay. The expected delays for a node arriving on a
single router network using the lowest delays specified in IPv6 Neighbour Discovery
(between 3 and 4 seconds) is 1750 ms. This does not account for link-layer delay
variation, but does consider the slotted nature of scheduling in some environments
(see Appendix A.1).
As described in [49], the delays for RA delivery are dependent on the minimum
and maximum intervals for unsolicited RA transmission. The mean delay before
reception is one quarter of the sum of the minimum and maximum interval lengths,
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Figure 5.5: Cumulative Distribution Function for reception of unsolicited Router
Advertisements by hosts arriving on a link. It is assumed that no synchronization
occurs between RA scheduling and host arrival. Unsolicited RAs are scheduled with
a MinRtrAdvInterval of {0,1320,3000} ms and a MaxRtrAdvInterval of 4000 ms.

so long as this quarter is less than the interval’s minimum delay. This occurs unless
the minimum interval falls below 1/3 of the maximum. The default minimum on an
interval is 0.33 × maximum in IPv6 Neighbour Discovery, which is also the lower
bound on the interval [76]. The effect is shown in Figure 5.5, where the mean is
delay is slightly more than the minimum RA interval length, at 1330 ms.
Extending this principle, where multiple routers are available on the same link,
change detection procedures aim to be able to infer change with a single RA message
reception. As such, in these analyses only the first arriving RA is considered, where
multiple routers or alternative scheduling mechanisms are available.
In Neighbour Discovery the scheduling of unsolicited RAs {a1 . . . an } from n
on-link routers is done independently. The joint pdf for the set of delays {t1 . . . tn },
until each RA is delivered to an arriving wireless host is therefore given by the
product of the marginal pdfs for each scheduled RA (as individually described in
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[49]).
The duration of the delay for the first arriving RA in this case is found by
taking a minimum operation over the scheduled delay set:

tf irst = min({t1 , . . . tn })

(5.1)

Figure 5.6 shows an approximation of the CDF for the first delivered RA for a
host arriving on a link with two routers. In order to create the diagram, calculations
of delay were obtained for samples (one per ms) in an n dimensional space describing
delays for first RA reception, with each dimension between [0, MaxRtrAdvInterval]
for each router 1..n4 . As can be seen in the figure, RA delivery is accelerated when
there are two routers on the link, with the expected mean delay before RA reception
reducing to 1025 ms.
Three routers advertising unsolicited RAs are also represented in Figure 5.6.
The routers send unsolicited RAs at the minimum allowed intervals for IPv6 Neighbour Discovery. While the RA rate is approximately 1 RA every 1.16 seconds, the
expected delay for the first arriving router advertisements is 722 ms. Clearly, using
unsolicited RAs at rates prescribed in [76], are insufficient to achieve any semblance
of real-time support with 3 or less routers.

5.3.2

Mobile IPv6 Neighbour Discovery extensions

Extensions to the Router Discovery system to support mobile hosts allow shorter
delays between unsolicited RAs. Recent specifications have allowed increased rates
of advertisement, sending unsolicited RAs at an interval of between [0.03, 0.07]
seconds [56]. This generates about 14 kbps of RAs per router, with one advertised
prefix and a link-layer address option. Particularly in wireless environments, this
level of multicast traffic can be costly: all cells on a link will receive copies of every
packet. As such, in wireless technologies such 802.11, multicasts are limited to
one of the minimum data rates universally supported by cell members [35]. This
increases the time spent for configuration signalling transmission, and therefore the
overhead on the wireless media.
4

At this point, the author has found it difficult to integrate the joint pdf to get the cdf.
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Figure 5.6: Cumulative Distribution Function for reception of unsolicited Router
Advertisements by hosts arriving on a link with either 1, 2 or 3 routers. It is assumed
that no synchronization occurs between RA scheduling and host arrival. Unsolicited
RAs are scheduled on routers independently in a range between [3000, 4000] ms.

Field
Octets

MAC
34

IPv6
40

RA
16

PIO
32

SLLAO
8

Total
130

Table 5.1: Sizes of single prefix Router advertisements in 802.11 MAC Protocol Data
Units (frames). Options for prefixes (PIO) and link-layer addressing (SLLAO), and
headers for MAC(including FCS trailer), IPv6 and Router Advertisement information are shown.

Below is an example of the traffic consumption on an 802.11b/g with only 1
Mbps transmission in the basic rates set, based on the message sizes from Table
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5.1. Time utilization for a single RA of 96 octets (one address prefix) would be:
DRA = slotT ime ∗ meanslots + LongHeaderDelay
+F rame + DIF S
= (20 ∗ 15.5) + 192 + 130 ∗ 8 + 50
= 310 + 192 + 1040 + 50
= 1592µs

With a mean RA rate of 20 RAs/second, the total delay is 3.18% of the channel
time. Overheads may be significantly higher than this, for example if multiple
address prefixes are advertised (aggregately 5120µs/pref ix, for the 20 RAs/sec),
or if message authentication is used on the RA (aggregately, > 20000µs) [5].
While the delays for reception of RAs under this scheme may be modelled as
in [49], the short interval range makes the scheme more susceptible to scheduling
artifacts. For example, on some Linux systems, scheduling only occurs on discrete
multiples of the operating system’s scheduling clock (see Appendix A.1.4). In such
systems, with a scheduling unit of 10 ms, there would be only 5 scheduling points:
{30, 40, 50, 60, 70}5 .
Figure 5.7 displays the cumulative distribution function when the individual
scheduling of RA intervals at multiples of 10 ms. As can be seen in the diagram,
the expected delay for a host arriving on-link to receive its first RA is 25 ms for
networks with one router. It is possible that this RA interval is sufficiently fast
to support VoIP, without considering packet loss, as 98% of RA deliveries occur
within 60 ms. Although this is within the loss tolerance of voice communications,
there would be little other time afforded to either mobility signalling or link-layer
handovers.
The same figure shows a pair of routers transmitting at the same accelerated
rate reduce delays for the expected delivery of the first RA. The mean delay before
5

The author contributed the text for the section of the Mobile IPv6 RFC which governs this
behaviour, and ensured that the expected scheduling interval (50 ms), and minimum and maximum
were multiples of the default 2.4 Linux kernel scheduling unit of 10 ms.
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Figure 5.7: Cumulative Distribution Function for reception of unsolicited Router
Advertisements by hosts arriving on a link. It is assumed that no synchronization
occurs between RA scheduling and host arrival. Unsolicited RAs are scheduled in
a range between [30, 70] ms. Scenarios are shown for one router, two routers, and
one router with solicited RA.

RA reception lowers to about 14 ms, at double the bandwidth cost. 98% of RA
deliveries occur within 46 ms. Even with single packet losses, delay performance
is still good, and would be acceptable most of the time (falling back to the single
router case). The bandwidth required for such a solution would be prohibitive in
many wireless environments though (> 30 kbps, without link-layer overheads).

5.3.3

Solicited Router Advertisements

When a host has been notified by lower layers that it is likely to have moved cells, it
can transmit a Router Solicitation in order to learn about routers and configuration
information on the link. Solicited Router Advertisements aren’t explicitly ratelimited in IPv6 Router Discovery, although multicast messages need to be spaced
more than 3 seconds apart [76].
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If RAs are sent to only one destination (unicast), there is no explicit rate
limitation. Random delay in response to Router Solicitations is induced though,
as IPv6 Neighbour Discovery routers do not co-ordinate or monitor each others’
activities, and do not wish to cause MAC contention when multiple routers respond
to a solicitation sent to the All-Routers’ address. The delay prescribed is a uniform
distribution of [0, 500] ms [76].
Previous attempts to characterize the delays for solicited router advertisement
have been hampered by induced delays of [0, 1000] ms before solicitation recommended in IPv6 Neighbour Discovery [76].
Recent updates to standards remove this restriction for wireless interfaces
which desynchronize initial solicitation attempts through their connection procedures[78].
As such all test cases send an RS immediately once a link-layer available indication is received, and delays are measured from this transmission.
Additionally, RS’s in testing are allowed from addresses which have not completed Duplicate Address Detection [76]. For the purposes of the tests, these addresses are considered optimistically available and may therefore operate with a
restricted set of Neighbour Discovery operations [72]. In order to allow link-layer
address resolution of the host for unicast RA delivery, Tentative Options for linklayer addresses are used [27]. Such options are safe to use while addresses are
optimistic, prior to DAD completion.
When RAs are solicited, there is a chance that the first received RA is due
to an already scheduled unsolicited RA. In IPv6 Neighbour Discovery, routers may
omit a solicited response if its falls behind a multicast RA due to be transmitted in
the future.
Even if the RA is not omitted, the delay distribution function is perturbed, with
a portion of responses accelerated. Figure 5.8 shows an estimate of the cumulative
distribution function for solicited and unsolicited RAs where unsolicited RAs are at
the minimum interval lengths described in [76]. A modest performance improvement
is achieved, with a mean delay of 232 ms (instead of 250 ms for solicited RA alone).
A similar distribution for solicited and unsolicited RAs are shown in Figure
5.7, using Mobile IPv6 RA intervals. While the effect of solicited RA is dominant
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Figure 5.8: Analysis of scheduling delays for first received RA after arrival on a new
cell, using Router Solicitation with RFC2461 RS Response delays, and unsolicited
RA with an interval of [3000, 4000] ms. Delay before solicitation is neglected.

for RFC2461 advertisement intervals, when RA rates are increased, most of the
first delivered packets are unsolicited. There is a modest reduction of 2.5 ms for
the mean RA delivery time, although this does not take into account any increased
MAC contention delay, which may result if RS and unsolicited RA are scheduled at
the same time.
Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of delays for RS/RA on an unloaded 802.11b/g
wireless LAN network, where a Linux 2.6.10 host, equipped with a Cisco 350 802.11b
card immediately solicits after association to one of three (randomly chosen) D-Link
DWL7100 APs. Response scheduling in accordance with IPv6 Neighbour Discovery
is the cause of the bulk of delay, with 98.6% of RS/RA exchanges being under 535
ms in duration. The remnant handovers incurred loss of solicitation or unicast RA
response packets. In these situations, a multicast RA was received instead.
RFC2461 RS processing delays are intended for support of links with multiple
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routers. Independently delayed RAs have low chance of collision, and when sent
from each router reduce the expected delay for first RA reception, and improve
Router Discovery’s robustness to individual RA losses. As shown in the analysis
presented ( as Model RA Delay, 2 Routers ) in Figure 5.9, a two router network has
a lower expected delay of 146 ms, where no packet loss occurs.
Delays for reception of two RAs lag behind those estimated for systems with
two routers. Illustrated as Tested RA Delay, 2 Routers in Figure 5.6, the mean
delay for reception of 173.9 ms for solicited RA with two routers. The number of
advertisements actually received after solicitation significantly affects the performance of RA delivery. When packet loss occurs, and one RA is lost (Tested RA
Delay, 2 Routers, 1 RA recevied), the performance of RA delivery matches that expected for networks with a single router. When both packets are received, (Tested
RA Delay, 2 Routers, 2 RAs received) performance is very close to estimates, with
a mean delay of 151.2 ms.
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Figure 5.9: Cumulative distribution of scheduled first response times for delivery of
RAs after solicitation using RFC2461 RS response delays for a network with two
responding routers.
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Even when three routers advertise on the same link the estimated mean delay,
at 103 ms, is outside the delay budget for VoIP interruption. As shown in Figure
5.10, the number of link transitions associated with long delays tapers off, but still
21.5% of handovers incur delays of more than 200 ms.
As shown in Figure 5.10, for three Linux 2.4 routers, the mean delay is lower
than for two router estimates, but behind that estimated for three. In this case,
reception of reduced numbers or RAs and packet loss were not significant, although
delay on the wireless medium was.
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Figure 5.10: Cumulative distribution of scheduled first response times for delivery
of RAs after solicitation using RFC2461 RS response delays for a network with
three responding routers.

This chapter describes operation and characteristics of several proposed RA
delivery schemes which seek to improve the performance provided by the IPv6
Neighbour Discovery specification, in a way that is more generally applicable than
using accelerated MIPv6 advertisements [56][76]. These schemes and their performance characteristics are elaborated in the next section.
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5.4

Router Advertisement schemes

The prior described Router Advertisement schemes are not generally applicable to
support real-time applications as they either:
• are insufficiently fast
• consume too much bandwidth
• require manual configuration
• require modifications to legacy hardware
In this section, we investigate self-managing mechanisms which provide fast RA
delivery with limited bandwidth and no modification to link-layer infrastructure.
While performance of IPv6 Neighbour Discovery’s solicitation and response
scheme was insufficient for VoIP, its design principles allow it to work without
prior configuration, and without knowledge or trust of other router’s presence. The
routers perform independent random delays, and therefore limit the chance of RA
collision when multiple routers exist on a link.
As such solicited RS/RA provide a useful basis for construction of a change
detection solution so long as routers with a modified scheme can interwork with
existing “router-unaware” RAs, and the new schemes can maintain the property
of limiting the chance of RA collision, which may cause delay or packet loss on
contention based media [14].
The three schemes below achieve these goals. The first two schemes have
been proposed by the author in cooperation with others, and another has been
developed subsequently. Each of the schemes is contrasted and characterized, with
some historical narrative provided to show how schemes contributed to each others’
development.

5.4.1

Deterministic FastRA

Deterministic FastRA was devised by Daley et al. and in order to allow routers to
use FastRA without prior configuration [58][30]. It attempts to increase interde110

pendence of routers upon each other, in order to reduce response delays.
Deterministic FastRA allows routers to discover each others’ presence, and to
be ordered so that the best ranked router can respond immediately, with short
incremental delays to responses for each additional router.
The delay Dn for the router ranked n is:
Dn = (n − 1)dDelaySlotSize

(5.2)

Routers identify when another router arrives or disappears, and recalculate
their ordering. In order to facilitate this negotiation, a separate router-to-router
status messaging system was devised which allows routers to specify their preference for fast response, and their perceived delay. The messaging for Deterministic
FastRA is shown in Figure 5.11.

Router-to-Router

RA
Delay:
0

RS

RA
Delay:
20

Figure 5.11: Deterministic FastRA messaging, showing Router-to-Router channel
and RS/RA exchange with negotiated delays. Once delay negotiation has occurred
on the router-to-router channel, routers respond to RAs without the need to communicate with each other. Periodic updates indicate liveness for each router.
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Figure 5.12 is a plot of delay for first RA delivery for Deterministic FastRA
with one router on a lightly loaded 802.11b/g link. When only one router exists on
a link, it elects itself as the fastest responder and starts transmitting RAs with no
scheduled delay.
The wireless host is a Linux 2.6.10 PC, equipped with a Cisco 350 802.11b
Wireless LAN card. The host randomly selects one of three D-Link DWL-7100AP
Access Points, and sends a Router solicitation immediately upon receiving AssociationAccept messages, using the real-time netlink event service. All but 4 of the 6718
RS/RA are accomplished within 16 ms. Two of the delayed responses except for one
exchange which took occurred before the router switched from RFC2461 scheduling
to Deterministic mode, as it was still building a router list [76].
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Figure 5.12: Cumulative distribution of response times for delivery of RAs after
solicitation using Deterministic FastRA response delays. Time displayed in seconds.
Illustrated on un-loaded 802.11b wireless LAN

The mechanism devised for Deterministic FastRA’s coordinated response is
also its primary weakness. When Secured Neighbour Discovery is not used, it is
trivial to introduce a set of bogus routers which cause Fast RAs to be delayed
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behind them [76]. This means that the delay profile can potentially be made worse
by attack, if strong authentication mechanisms aren’t available. The authors of the
proposal realized this issue, and designed the scheme to be compatible with SEND.
This though, increased the minimum requirements for deployment, reducing its
applicability [5][30].

5.4.2

Probabilistic FastRA

Probabilistic FastRA was designed by Daley et al. to provide an uncoordinated
FastRA scheme in response to criticisms of Deterministic FastRA [26]. It monitors
routers and generates a backoff delay for RAs from a small number of slots. The
system components are displayed in Figure 5.13, where routers monitor each others’
periodic router advertisements, noting which are capable of fast RA delivery.

Periodic RA

RA
Delay:
0,20,40

RS

RA
Delay:
0,20,40

Figure 5.13: Probabilistic FastRA messaging, showing the periodic Router Advertisements used by routers to track the number of other routers. RS/RA exchange
with a small set of possible delays based on the estimated number of routers.

Probabilistic FastRA seeks to provide a good tradeoff between performance and
the reducing the risk chance of persistent collision state. It works on the principle
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that RA scheduling can take into consideration the number of other on-link fast
routers without trusting them too much. Therefore, a router calculates a delay
based on the estimated number of routers, but bounds its estimate Re in the range
from 2-5. Scheduling occurs by selecting a slot from 0..Re, with each slot after
the first incurring an additional 20 ms delay. Slots are chosen by each router with
probability:

Pslot


 1/Re,
if slot=0
=
 (Re − 1)/Re2 , otherwise

Figure 5.14 describes the calculated delays for networks with between 1 and 6
routers. The probabilities for 2-5 routers are quite similar, with > 89% of RAs at
20 ms or less scheduled delay and each distribution achieving > 99% of RAs under
60 ms. Links with only one router still use the estimate for two routers, to ensure
they do not always collide with other routers they cannot themselves see. This
reduces the number of RAs with scheduling at 20 ms or less at 75%. Links with
more than 5 routers (if such exist) delay using the profile for 5 routers, to ensure
that bogus routers cannot force them to schedule too poorly.
Probabilistic FastRA response delay distribution is illustrated in Figure 5.15.
It shows three separate scheduling bands, as is consistent with the algorithm in
[26], for one or two on-link routers. Scheduling of responses occur at 0,20 and 40
ms delay after RS reception. In the figure, 50% of RAs take less than 8.45 ms to
be received after initial transmission of an RS to the link-layer, with most of the
spread over the first few milliseconds being due to MAC queuing and retransmission.
Additional scheduling of responses occurs in two alike bands, starting at 23 and 43
ms respectively. As can be seen, for scheduled responses in these bands, the delays
are spread uniformly over the subsequent 10 ms. This delay spread can be accounted
for by the scheduling mechanisms of the Linux 2.4 operating system kernel used on
the router which induce a 10 ms delay spread, as described in Appendix A.1.4.
There is slightly increased chance of receiving a scheduled multicast RA rather
than a solicited RA, when compared to Deterministic FastRA. 37 out of 4476
(0.82%) of RA deliveries were multicast, although only 5 of these are clearly packet
loss (> 1 second). This should be compared to unmodified Neighbour Discovery
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Figure 5.14: Calculations of delay for first RA arrival using Probabilistic FastRA,
with various numbers of routers. Probabilistic FastRA’s router estimate is bounded
in the range 2-5.

where 694 out of 4480 (15.9%) of RAs were delivered multicast, and 55 were clear
packet losses.
While Probabilistic FastRA achieves limited trust extension to other routers,
its performance isn’t within the guidelines devised. All schemes have been configured with the same slot separation for RAs at 20 ms. Of the three schemes, Probabilistic FastRA is the most susceptible to the slot size and scheduling behaviour,
as the first responder may have experienced an induced delay.
Further modification of the Probabilistic FastRA slot size may improve its
performance, although this considered by the author to be extraneous at this time,
given the performance of alternative schemes.
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Figure 5.15: Cumulative distribution of response times for delivery of RAs after
solicitation using Probabilistic FastRA RS response delays. Illustrated on un-loaded
802.11b wireless LAN

5.4.3

Hash FastRA

Hash FastRA provides mechanisms which both reduce trust extended by routers to
each other, and improve on the delays occurring in scheduling RAs. Brett Pentland and Erik Nordmark devised this scheme as part of the design team for the
Detecting Network Attachment Working group [74]. It was designed in response to
shortcomings perceived in Deterministic and Probabilistic FastRA, and intends to
allow ordered responses, without allowing another router to hijack fast responses.
Hash FastRA tracks other routers in the same way as the probabilistic scheme,
but the routers generate a well-distributed token by taking an SHA-1 hash over the
router’s source address. So by the time an RS arrives, each router has stored all the
other router’s tokens. When a Router Solicitation arrives, these tokens are XOR’ed
with a host token generated from the received RS. The XOR for the router resulting
in the lowest number is scheduled first, the next smallest number second, etc. In
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this way, the fastest responses are also spread out amongst the existing routers
on a link. This allows the routers to share the transmission duties when multiple
soliciting hosts exist, while limiting the load on any single router. The system is
shown in Figure 5.16.

Periodic RA

RA
Delay:
20

RS

RA
Delay:
0

Figure 5.16: Hash FastRA messaging, showing the periodic Router Advertisements
used by routers to track the identity of other routers. RS/RA exchange with a
delays determined by ordering XORs of hashed router tokens with a hash over the
solicitor’s address.

As a consequence of the strict ordering of responses available in this scheme,
the response profile matches that available with Deterministic FastRA, although
response ordering changes for each RA destination. The first router responds with
no induced delay, and sends the packet as soon as the ordering operation completes6 .
Figure 5.17 shows the CDF for 6730 RA deliveries for a host arriving on a
links with one Hash FastRA router. The networks contain background traffic as
described above, and in this case only 12 RAs were delivered using an multicast
RA (0.18%). Only for these cases is it possible that an RA was lost, though some
6
Notably, when there is only one on-link router, it may abbreviate the ordering operations. The
code tested with does not though.
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of the multicast RAs may already have been scheduled.
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Figure 5.17: Cumulative distribution of response times for delivery of RAs after solicitation using Hash FastRA RS response delays. Illustrated on un-loaded 802.11b
wireless LAN

In the experiments shown, the author reverse byte order compares the XORs
in order to achieve good response ordering distribution (the original specification
not specifying a hash on the RS source address). In a fully compliant version, some
small extra delay may come from completing an SHA-1 hash over the source address
of the RS.
More detail is provided by inspecting RAs arriving within the first 60 ms, as
shown in Figure 5.17. On this lightly loaded wireless LAN, more than 95% of RA
deliveries are handled in 5.2 ms, with all but 4 RAs being delivered in under 10 ms.

5.4.4

Analysis of Hash FastRA hijacks

In order to become the designated first responder for a particular destination address
in Hash FastRA, a bogus router would have to generate an address which hashes to
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a number that XOR’ed with the victim’s source address generates a low number.
This takes on average O(2B ) passive address generation operations where B is the
number of leading one bits in the best router’s XOR with the host token.
For this particular case, if the set of legitimate routers on-link is already known,
the task may be easier, as attackers can calculate an XOR pattern required to
beat the other routers, and continue generating fake router addresses until enough
matches are found to prevent fast RA responses going to this victim. The attacker
then only advertises the superior bogus addresses to the network. When the RS is
received, the bogus attacker may or may not respond. If it responds, false information may be provided to the host, in order to pollute its configuration.
It is quite difficult in Hash FastRA to achieve a general denial-of-service by
introducing bogus routers which cause all hosts to receive bad service due to the
good distribution of ordering available through the SHA-1 generated host token,
and its XOR with the routers’ tokens. It is possible to do so for a set of host
addresses if targets are known beforehand.
This attack could be completely eliminated if the routers hashed something
which varied not just with the identity of the solicitor, but also with each solicitation
itself. This is typically made difficult through the fact that RSs are all sent to the
same address (the All-Routers’ multicast), and only vary in their source addresses
and link-layer addressing. This information is well known beforehand, and may be
used to devise addresses for bogus routers that disadvantage these hosts by being
selected as fastest routers. Below is the current host-token generation scheme:
T okenH = lef t64 (SHA − 1(SourceRS ))
Fortunately, while most RS’s are static, and have well known contents, SEND hosts
send RS’s with a random Nonce Option, which varies with each transmission [5]. If
the host token was generated using the Nonce, it would be impossible to identify
which routers would be selected first in a scheduling operation. This would remove
the opportunity for an attack using the proposed Hash FastRA scheme. The secured
hash token could be generated as:
T okenH = lef t64 (SHA − 1(SourceRS kN onceRS ))
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With the Nonce being omitted if not received in the original RS. There are no
additional rounds in the operation of the hash over the nonce, as the entire message
is less than the 512 bit block size for SHA-1 [95].
Without the nonce, there is no additional security, but those devices which already send the Nonce are those which are interested in neighbour discovery security,
and could easily benefit from this scheme.

5.4.5

Summary

Where LANs were lightly loaded, Deterministic and Hash Fast RA schemes achieved
the basic delay requirement, that 95% of all RAs received are achieved in under 20
ms. In our environment, 99.9% of all RAs were received within this boundary,
exceeding the requirement of 98% of first RA arrivals within 60 ms.
Probabilistic Fast RA operated in accordance with its algorithmic properties,
but was delayed due to MAC algorithms, transmission and scheduling delays. Only
51.4% of RAs arrive back within 20 ms, and subsequent scheduling was highly
dependent on the router’s operating system, which induced an additional uniform
delay of up to 10 ms. 98% of RAs do arrive in 53.3 ms, which does meet the bare
minimum criteria for voice support, but does not give much time for link-layer or
global mobility signaling.
As can be seen in Table 5.2, Hash and Deterministic FastRA beat unsolicited
RAs at Mobile IPv6 (RFC 3775) rates, for up to two routers, for every percentile.

5.5

Traffic and scalability

The difference in time scales between the delay available with one of the FastRA
schemes, and the base unsolicited RA rates are stark.
Such performance improvements allow for potential support of VoIP over wireless networks, but may be affected by traffic and contention, as described below.
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Method
Determ
Prob
Hash
1rtr 3775
Analysis
2rtr 3775
Analysis

Mean
4.2
23.6
3.8

50%
3.6
8.4
3.6

90%
4.7
49.9
4.7

95%
5.3
51.9
5.2

98%
5.8
53.2
5.7

99%
6.3
55.0
6.1

25.0

50.0

55.9

61.1

63.7

14.6

34.4

40.1

46.2

50.0

Table 5.2: Summary Router advertisement delays in milliseconds for Deterministic, Probabilistic and Hash FastRA. One Router responded to RAs on each link.
Comparison is made to Mobile IPv6 advertisement rates, with one and two routers
[56].

5.5.1

Effect of traffic on router discovery delay

In order to determine the effect of traffic upon the delivery of RA information for
change detection, we reran the tests for Deterministic FastRA, Probabilistic and
Hash FastRA, with a load on the network.
For these tested scenarios, each cell had resident had traffic generators and
sinks. Each traffic host sent Echo Requests to and received Echo Requests from a
remote host connected to 100 Mbps full duplex Ethernet. The ping interval for both
wireless and remote traffic sources and was 20 ms and Echo Replys were sent, with
an IPv6 datagram size of 104 octets. This load of approximately 200 packets per
second on each cell generated as similar level of traffic as 4 VoIP conversations with
0.5 on/off talkspurts. MAC contention and queuing from this traffic is the primary
source of delay skew in the scenario tested. The delay profiles for first received RAs
under this traffic load are illustrated in 5.18.
For deterministic FastRA, only 27 out of 11198 RAs ( 0.24% of all RA deliveries) are caused by multicast RAs. These include the seven fastest RA deliveries,
which were scheduled before RS reception on the router. Even though RA reception
delay was spread due to MAC delay on the Wireless LAN RA packet losses in this
environment must have been less than the ratio of multicast RAs to total RAs.
For Hash FastRA, similar performance was recorded. As described above,
almost all delay was caused by MAC contention and wireless channel conditions.
Very few RS or RA frames were lost if the channel was able to sustain packet
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Figure 5.18: Cumulative distribution of response times for delivery of RAs after
solicitation using Deterministic, Hash, and Probabilistic FastRA response delays.
Illustrated for the first 60 ms on an 802.11b wireless LAN loaded with bidirectional
ping.
Method
traff
Determ
Prob
traffic
Hash

Mean

50%

90%

95%

98%

99%

7.8
21.4

4.5
7.1

15.9
48.4

25.8
52.3

39.0
67.8

48.5
80.1

9.2

4.4

19.5

32.1

47.8

60.5

Table 5.3: Summary Router advertisement delays in milliseconds for Deterministic, Probabilistic and Hash FastRA. One Router responded to RAs on each link.
Background traffic of bidirectional pings @20 ms.
transfer ( ≤ 22 from 10077 handovers).
As shown by testing, none of the schemes was able to achieve 95% of handovers
in under 20 ms, although both Deterministic and Hash FastRA were able to achieve
98% of RA receptions in under 60 ms. This leaves very little time to send location
update packets off link (considering the RTT time to the router) in order to restore
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VoIP service in the case the host has moved links.
In such situations which are dominated by MAC contention delay, link-layer
connection procedures are also likely to be affected, and VoIP will probably experience perceivable degraded quality, due to loss of frames on handover. In this case,
only a reduced number of packet transmissions over the wireless interface would
improve performance, for example, using FMIPv6 FBU encapsulated in FNA or
FRD [20][61].

5.5.2

Packet Loss

Packet loss significantly affects change discovery as timers for retransmission of
Router Solicitations do not operate until 4 seconds after the initial transmission.
As such, where RFC2461 unsolicited RA intervals are in use, the host is more likely
to receive an multicast RA, with the delay profiles described in 5.6.
It was beyond the capability of our testing apparatus to induce large amounts
packet loss sufficient for testing patterns within those events. Overall, on the loaded
networks, with all Fast RA schemes, only 65 out of 25756 handovers experienced potential packet loss, where only multicast packets were received (0.25%). Only these
handovers could possibly have experienced packet loss of the Router Solicitation or
the solicited RA, although of this number only 10 are clearly losses.
These represent handovers on many days and many different times of the day.
The total tested duration is in excess of three days for single router FastRA schemes
alone.
Occasionally packet transfer failed when a host attached to a wireless LAN cell.
In 59 out of 58109 handovers for all solicited RA delivery schemes, no packets were
received on a link, and the host performed wireless LAN handoff again in under a
second.

5.5.3

Multiple routers

Some links provide multiple routers, either for robustness or enhanced performance.
Although packet loss was not a significant factor in our testing, it seems likely that
multiple responding Fast Routers will improve performance in the case of packet
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loss. Networks may wish to employ multiple routers for service robustness in the
case of equipment failure as well as providing backup RA delivery when the first
RA fails.
Both Deterministic and Hash FastRA employ the same delay profile for backup
advertisements, with additional advertisements scheduled at a fixed delay after the
first RA. The fixed delay RA schemes are shown below in figures 5.19 and 5.20. In
these tests the LAN was lightly loaded. The 99th percentile RA delivery delay was
8.26 ms for Deterministic and 7.33 ms for Hash FastRA. Only one handover out of
11198 received a multicast as first RA over 7 ms after solicitation.
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Deterministic FastRA CDF, 2 Routers
Deterministic FastRA CDF, 3 Routers
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Figure 5.19: Cumulative distribution of first response times for delivery of RAs after
solicitation using Deterministic FastRA RS response delays. Details RAs arriving
in first 60 ms. Illustrated on un-loaded 802.11b wireless LAN

Multiple routers with probabilistic FastRA allow for similar rates of choice of
first slot, when there are three routers, as when two exist on a link. As shown
in 5.21, performance of RA delivery for three routers is slightly behind that for
two routers. This is because the probabilistic algorithm adds extra delay slots to
prevent collisions amongst the uncoordinated advertisers, in scheduling RAs. Thus,
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Figure 5.20: Cumulative distribution of first response times for delivery of RAs
after solicitation using Hash FastRA RS response delays. Details RAs arriving in
first 60 ms. Illustrated on un-loaded 802.11b wireless LAN

the delay profiles for 2,3,4 and 5 routers are relatively similar as described in Figure
5.14.
The Probabilistic Fast RA algorithm always assumes at least two routers exist
on a link, in order to compensate for environments where other routers’ advertisements are not visible. As shown in Figure 5.22, its performance is significantly
improved when two routers advertise on the same link. For the two router case, 67%
of all RAs arrive in under 20 ms, although this is behind the predicted performance.
Delayed performance can be accounted for by packet loss. Where only one
RA was received ( Tested, Prob FastRA, 2 Routers, 1 RA Received ) from the two
routers, performance is similar to that of single router Probabilistic FastRA. For the
case when two RAs were received in response to solicitation ( Tested, Prob FastRA,
2 Routers, 2 RAs Received ), performance was closer to expected.
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Figure 5.21: Cumulative distribution of first response times for delivery of RAs after
solicitation using Probabilistic FastRA RS response delays. Illustrated for delays
up to 60 ms on un-loaded 802.11b wireless LAN

5.6

Conclusions

Neither solicited or unsolicited RAs at original IPv6 Neighbour Discovery are sufficient for fast change detection. While adding routers reduce delays and improve
robustness, additional routers are unable to reduce delays to ranges acceptable for
real-time communications, such as VoIP.
Mobile IPv6’s RA interval reductions provide acceptable service, at high bandwidth utilization, even when hosts don’t require the RA service. Newer schemes
perform well, and exceed the expected delays for Mobile IPv6’s RAs, but can experience long delays if packet loss occurs. Stress testing networks for packet loss may
uncover further effects.
Of the schemes, Probabilistic FastRA is the simplest to implement and has
the worst performance for the single router case. Performance improves when mul126
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Figure 5.22: Cumulative distribution of first response times for delivery of RAs after
solicitation using Probabilistic FastRA RS response delays. Illustrated for delays
up to 60 ms on un-loaded 802.11b wireless LAN

tiple routers are present. Deterministic FastRA’s coordination function allows for
very limited processing upon solicitation reception, but requires security association
management for robustness. Hash FastRA provides robustness to denial-of-service
attacks, while maintaining effectively identical performance to deterministic FastRA. A modification to this system which is yet more secure is presented for the
first time in this chapter.
Multiple Fast Routers reduce the effect of loss by allowing hosts to receive
an RA quickly from the backup router. Where LANs are lightly loaded and have
multiple Fast Routers, RA delays are exceedingly low. 99th percentile RA delays
were seen to be consistently less than 10 ms for unloaded LANs using Deterministic
and Hash FastRA.
Although it is unclear whether hosts in all environments will be able to completely achieve handovers within 60 ms, Fast Router Advertisement schemes show
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promise to being able to support real-time applications across the connection discontinuity caused by wireless handover.
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Chapter 6

Fast Authorization Delegation
Discovery for link change
detection
6.1

Introduction

Router Discovery is a primitive service in IPv6 [36][76]. It is used as the basis of link
change detection procedures for when wireless hosts change their attachment point
and need to ascertain the validity of their configurations. This chapter undertakes
to provide fast operation for security mechanisms related to IPv6 Router Discovery,
in order to provide timely and secured link change detection.
In IPv6 Neighbour Discovery, devices try to determine each others’ link-layer
addresses so that local packet transmission may occur. With basic Neighbour Discovery, it is trivial to forge messages purporting to be another host, or to provide
default routing services [80]. When a host attempts to detect if it has changed its
attachment point to the Internet, it undertakes IPv6 Router Discovery. Router Discovery is a subset of Neighbour Discovery. It provides solicitation and advertisement
of default routing and IPv6 subnet prefix and link information [56][76][101].
On some media, it is possible for attackers to forge Router Advertisement
messages. It is therefore possible to fool devices into thinking that they are on
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a new link which has different routing and addressing. This may force devices
to undertake address configuration procedures and may make them modify their
default router, or configure new prefixes [80]. Such changes either constitute a
denial-of-service (Figure 6.1) or a man-in-the-middle (Figure 6.2) attack.

False Router

X
?

Figure 6.1: False Router advertises an invalid prefix on a link, making the victim
configure invalid addressing and routing.

Also, it is possible for attackers to mask legitimate change events by providing
fake advertisements [16][80]. This leaves the host with invalid configuration and no
knowledge that it has moved to a new link. Figure 6.3 illustrates this attack.

6.1.1

Securing Neighbour Discovery

A protocol which improves the safety of IPv6 Neighbour Discovery is SEcured Neighbour Discovery (SEND) [5]. SEND provides proof of reachability between hosts on
a network using Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGAs) [6]. CGAs are
addresses with suffixes created from an on-link IPv6 prefix and host-specific keying material which is also used to sign secured Neighbour Discovery messages. It
is therefore easy to prove that the address owner sent a message, since the same
private key is used to sign the message and create the address, and it is not easy
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False Router

Tunnel

Accomplice
Router

Man in the Middle

Figure 6.2: False Router relays packets through an Accomplice Router to a valid
network. It advertises a prefix from that network onto the victim’s link, making it
believe subnet change has occurred. The host may not be aware of the attack since
its packets are reaching the Internet.

Landmark

Landmark

A?

A?

A=YES

A=Yes

A::

B::
C::

D::

Figure 6.3: Attacker provides a fake response which hides change from a wireless
host. It falsely advertises that a prefix available on another link is also available on
the current link. This can leave the wireless host with invalid configuration state.

for another to generate a valid signature without this key.
CGAs may be generated from an anonymous public-private key pair without
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reference to authorization or Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). By their anonymous
nature, they do not require certificates for trust delegation, and by themselves are
only appropriate to prove that the keyholder is the transmitter of a message (for
example to create neighbour cache state). Additional trust is gained from the structure of neighbour discovery messages which are restricted to have an undecremented
maximum hop-limit of 255. When signed in a SEND message, this shows that the
packet is unmodified and has not been forwarded by any router1 .
Router Advertisements may also be protected by CGAs, although the semantics associated with RA reception are quite different to neighbour address resolution.
Upon reception of such a message, a host modifies not only neighbour reachability
state, but additional routing configuration parameters and therefore trust of Router
Advertisement requires a different authorization model [5].
SEND proposes a certificate chain which may be used to prove that a router
is authorized to provide service on an IP subnet. Router Advertisements are signed
with the same public/private key pair used to generate the CGA, but rely upon a
sequence of certificates to prove authority delegated from a trusted source [5][52].
This certificate chain describes routing authority, delegated from a trusted Certificate Authority such as a Regional Internet Registry, connecting through a series of
certifications to a network’s router.
The structure of this authorization delegation is hierarchical, such that certificate authorities responsible for routing portions of the Internet address space may
sub-delegate a section of their authority to other organizations which are responsible for routing a small part of that domain [66]. Figure 6.4 displays an Internet
Service Provider: ISP2 which has delegated authority to its routers. The ISP’s
Certificate Authority (CA) receives its authority in turn from another ISP, up to a
trusted root. Hosts need to establish trust to an anchor at one of the CAs.
While the infrastructure required for this exceeds any previous routing authorization scheme in terms of numbers of participants, it is believed that larger
ISPs may be able to create their own trust anchors, and that a global Public Key
Infrastructure is therefore not prerequisite to router authority delegation.
1
Note also though, that it is possible to replay fresh unmodified messages from one link to
another by an actively attacking relay.
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In order to show their authorization to route for a certain ISP or IPv6 address
range, routers advertise their own certificate chains, consisting of a sequence of
certificates from a trusted CA to the router. Routers have their public keys used
for SEND message authentication (the same as used for CGA message generation)
certified by a local certificate authority. They may then advertise the series of
certificates which link them to one of the ‘trust-anchor’ certificate authorities.

Trusted Root

Trusted Root

CA

CA
CA

CA
ISP2

CA

CA

Figure 6.4: Delegation of trust from a trusted root CA to n routers. The keys of
each router or CA are certified by its superior CA. Roots may sign each other’s
keys.

6.1.2

Authorization Delegation Discovery

In order to avoid impersonation attacks, hosts need to check the authority of node
to be an advertising router. Once the router’s authority has been provided a host
must determine whether it is an acceptable candidate router, as part of normal
router discovery operation [5][76].
In order to determine the authority of a router, hosts determine their trust
by checking its certification by each Certificate Authority (CA) in the path from
a Trusted Root, which is a CA that the host trusts. In order to gain these certificates, the host needs to ask a router to provide its authorization delegation using
a Certificate Path Solicitation (CPS) [5]. The solicitation includes a list of trust
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anchors, any of which is acceptable to prove a router’s authorization to the host.
Certificate Path Solicitation typically takes place after Router Discovery, so any
delays due to Authorization Delegation Discovery are additional to those incurred
by Router Discovery.

B

CA
Cert: A->B
A

Cert: B->Router

CA

Trust Root: A

Figure 6.5: Mutual trust between pairs of providers resulting in certificate paths
of length > 1. Certificate authorities generate certificates for each other, which
allows trust extension between domains when a CA signs router certificates in its
own domain.

It is envisaged that hosts in the future will have multiple hop certificate paths,
proving authorization between pairs of administered networks (Figure 6.5). Authorization advertising routers provide an ordered sequence of certificates to the host,
each of which must be verified in order to prove the validity of a particular router.
The complete certificate path connecting the advertising router to the trust
anchor must be received and verified by the host in order to classify the router
as secured. Loss of any particular certificate advertisement in this path requires
re-solicitation, after a delay of 2 seconds [5].
This chapter describes a set of related optimizations to Authorization Delegation Discovery which make the usual case for trust establishment fast, and reduces
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both the number of messages and the bit overhead of secured Router Discovery.

6.1.3

Routers without authorization

The simplest method to speed up authorization of Router Discovery is to initially
treat Router Advertisements which have SEND CGA signatures as acceptable to
start routing configuration changes. This is open to abuse.
This potentially entails that authorization checks can occur after the host
starts using the router. Of course if an attacker has forged an advertisement, a
host is now using a fake router, and is subject to potential denial-of-service and
man-in-the-middle attacks [80].
The significant difference between the non-SEND router case and the fake
SEND router case is that the fake router is promising to provide configuration for
establishing authorization within a certain number of Certificate Path Solicitation
retransmissions, but will never deliver them.
If the timer for retransmitting CPS messages expires after approximately 15
seconds [5], the router may be removed from the routers list and the interface marked
as containing attackers. In the mean time, reachability tests to current routers could
also take place, and certificate information gathered from other routers, if multicast
CPS are being sent.
This isn’t really satisfactory in providing a secured fast reconfiguration though,
since while the awaiting timeout, it is difficult to to determine if certificate packets
have been lost, or are not going to be sent. Similarly, it is difficult to prevent an
attacker from changing anonymous CGA keys, and sending another spoofed Router
Advertisement from a different address, possibly with different network information.
In these cases it may be possible to successively hijack a host’s configuration while
time is wasted waiting for authorization which isn’t going to come.
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6.2

Optimizations to Authorization Delegation Discovery

Outlined below are four new optimizations which may be applied together to Authorization Delegation Discovery.
• In Section 6.2.1, a strategy allowing omission of already learned certificates is
shown, which relies on local movement.
• A strategy in Section 6.2.2 allows wireless hosts to reduce message and time
overheads by incorporating trust information into Router Solicitations.
• Router Advertisements’ inclusion of trust certificate information is explored
in section 6.2.3
• Section 6.2.4 uses an extension of landmarking techniques to avoid authorization delegation discovery in some circumstances [74]
Applicability of these optimizations and their interrelationships are elaborated.

6.2.1

Same domain certificates

When a host already has most of a certificate chain, it is not necessary to prove
authority back to the origin of this permission. It is sufficient to show that the
router has permission to route delegated from a previously seen sub-authority.
In most cases, devices which repeatedly seek authorization delegation discovery
will be mobile or wireless hosts. These devices may typically be involved in micromobility, that is their movement is from cell to cell within a particular domain [12].
These will also be hosts which require rapid router and authorization discovery since
while they are incorrectly configured, they may not be able to receive packets from
existing data streams [56].
In this case, the host has a high probability to move to another subnet managed
by the same organization, when it changes attachment point. Therefore, it will
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already have most of the delegated certificate path to establish trust back to its
original trust anchor somewhere on the Internet (see figure 6.6).

Trusted Root

Trusted Root

CA
CA
ISP2

CA

CA
Trusted
Root

CA
CA

Figure 6.6: A host moves within a domain, and has a trusted certificate path
through a previous access router. Trust anchors are marked. The last link CA from
the previous router is a trust anchor (root).

Since the host already has most of the certificate path, it does not need to
receive advertisements from a new router back to its original trust anchor. It may
include the last-link (final) Certificate Authority of its last visited routers in the
Certificate Path Solicitation, in addition to its preferred trust anchors.
While there is no description as to which of the trusted roots a router selects
from a solicitation in [5], it is reasonable to expect that the router will send the
shortest path requested. If the router has a certificate for itself signed by this CA,
it should be able to provide a single certificate advertisement which attaches the
router to the certificate path with minimal computation and packet transfer. This
scheme should be achievable without modification to SEND specifications, and may
even work with completely unmodified SEND routers, if routers already perform
shortest certification chain matches2 .
If a mobile node has been moving between different ISPs’ networks, it costs
2
No discussion of this has occurred in the IETF SEND working group or in literature though,
to the author’s knowledge.
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very little more to add a small number of cached last-link CA’s into the CPS,
if the additional certificate authorities may be identified by DNS Name [5]. The
router will then match the shortest of these chains, if the new visited network’s
authorization is under the control of one of the ISPs’ CAs.
This extends the utility of this operation to macro-mobility environments, at
the cost of additional data in the solicitation (48 octets per option in the solicitation,
for trust anchors with less than 40 octet names). The cost is approximately 4.3
microseconds per trust anchor at 11 Mbps.

6.2.2

Using Router Solicitation to initiate authorization discovery

If the host can send its Router Solicitations (RSs) with a list of trusted roots in
a Trust Anchor Option, upon reception of the solicitation the router knows which
certificate chains are possible to send to the host. If the router has a matching trust
anchor, it can respond with a Trust Anchor option in the Router Advertisement, indicating that advertisement of the Certificate Path is scheduled, and which anchor is
matched. The router would then send appropriate Certificate Path Advertisements
to create trust on the host.
Inclusion of the Trust Anchor Option in an RS removes requirements to send a
separate Certificate Path Solicitation message. This saves sending a separate Certificate Path Solicitation (CPS) (with 64 octets overhead), and prevents invocation
of CPS retransmission timers (4 seconds) in the case that a certificate advertisement
is lost.
Saving a link-seizure through message omission can be important in wireless
LANs, where medium contention is on a per-packet basis. For such LANs, sending
data normally appearing in two packets within a single packet may be better than
sending two single packets [35]. While overheads of additional messages are saved,
delay before trust establishment may be potentially reduced by one round-trip, if
CPS would otherwise have been sent after RA reception.
Additionally, the previously suggested caching of certificate chains from Section 6.2.1 may be used in conjunction with this method in order to provide single
certificate advertisements from a Router Solicitation.
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In the case that the router does not support Trust Anchor options in Router
Solicitations or does not support SEND, a router’s lack of inclusion of a Trust
Anchor option in the Router Advertisement will indicate that it does not support
this optimization [5]. In this case, the additional bytes transmitted in the RS were
wasted.

6.2.3

Sending Certificate Options in Router Advertisements

In the case where a Router Solicitation contains Trust Anchor Options, and the
certificate path consists of a single certificate, it may be possible to include the
certificate into the responding Router Advertisement.
The Router Advertisement would not need to indicate which trust anchor
the router is responding to, since the name would be embedded in the certificate
[52]. The additional cost of processing Router Advertisements containing certificates
would not be significantly greater, except for the cost of computing the SHA-1 hash
over the longer Router Advertisement, before signing the message with the router’s
private key.
A modified host would identify a specialized RA, and extract the public key
from the SEND message’s CGA option, check the Router Advertisement’s message
integrity and then check the certificate authorization and signature, from a single
message. This could be used with the single certificate optimizations from Section 6.2.1, and with the RS trust anchor solicitation from 6.2.2, for a two message
exchange which includes all authority required for authoritative change detection.
Importantly, it is necessary to ensure that the Router Advertisement with
the certificate is less than the link’s Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU), which is the
biggest packet which will fit on the link. Depending on the RSA public key length
of the signing device, the size of the existing options in an RA message limits the
available size for certificates. As shown in Table 6.1, several options and headers
may be regarded as ‘fixed’ overheads, since their presence in a SEND Router Advertisement is required to provide immediate router change indications. Additionally
the variable length CGA Option, and RSA Signature Option are transmitted on
the link. These options vary with key length as described below.
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Field
Length

IPv6
40

RA
16

PIO
32

Nonce
8

TStamp
16

SLLAO
8

LID
16

Table 6.1: Fixed portions of a SEND Router Advertisement (Solicited)
Apart from fixed messages headers (IPv6,RA), the Nonce and Timestamp options are required in solicited SEND advertisements. The Prefix Information Option
(PIO), Source Link-Layer Address (SLLAO) and Link Identifier (LID) are all helpful parameters to indicate link change has occurred and which router and address
to configure [76][84][17]. Overall, the fixed overhead of a solicited SEND Router
Advertisement in this example is 136 octets, where there is only one prefix on the
link.
The CGA option contains the public key corresponding to the private key used
to generate the CGA and the message signature. If the length of the public key
modulus (n) is lenn , and the exponent (e) is: lene , the cost of encoding the public
key in ASN.1 is lenasn1oh = 25 and the option overhead is composed of a key hash
and header: lenoptoh = 20, the length of the encoded public key information is:
lenpkinf o = lenn + lene + lenasn1oh

(6.1)

Since options must be a multiple of 8 octets in length, the size of the CGA option
is:
lenCGAopt = 8 ∗ d(lenpkinf o + lenoptoh )/8e

(6.2)

Similarly, the length of the Signature Option is based on the public key modulus
of the signer. The option has additional overhead from fixed fields and a key hash
which provides a truncated hash over the public key to identify it This overhead
comes to 20 octets. and the encrypted signature length is equal to the length of
modulus n:
lensignopt = 8 ∗ d(lenn + 20)/8e

(6.3)

As displayed in Table 6.2, when the router keys have a large RSA modulus, the
amount of space available for embedding certificates can be quite constrained. Typically, a well known exponent may be chosen which is significantly shorter, often
65537.
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Modulus Size
129
129
140
257
257
260

Exponent Size
3
7
3
3
7
3

PKinfoLen
157
161
168
285
289
288

RA Size
472
472
488
728
728
728

Table 6.2: Indicative SEND Router Advertisement sizes with moduli and exponents
of different sizes (octets), given the fixed overheads from table 6.1
Keybit
1024
2048

Start
31
31

IssDN
138
138

Valid
32
32

SubDN
92
92

SubKey
162
294

Extn’s
123
123

Sign
276
276

Table 6.3: Size of Generated X.509 certificates.
While routers themselves will be aware of the MTU across their attached
medium the most widely deployed link-layer technology of today is Ethernet. Ethernet attached routers will perceive the MTU as 1500 octets even though the wireless
LAN payload size is 2304 octets. Where 1024 bit keys are used, there are more
than 1000 octets remaining in an Ethernet frame which may be used to transport
a last-link certificate within a SEND RA.
When the public key of the router is 2048 bits, there is significantly less space,
with almost half of the message space being consumed by the fixed SEND fields.
Over five hundred octets of this is public key moduli. As we’ll see on further
description, this is a significant portion of the data in a certificate.

Example: Checking if SEND Certificate Options fit in RAs
Checking whether SEND certificate options fit in Router Advertisement messages
is fairly straightforward.
To give an example of how to do so, we generated PKIX certificates with
openssl in DER format with lengths as described in table 6.3 [52]. In the table,
Start is the portion of the certificate up to the Issuer Distinguished Name (IssDN).
Valid is the start and end validity times. SubDN is the Subject’s Distinguished
Name, and its key is provided in SubKey. The Signature based on the Issuer’s
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certificate is represented as Sign. As an Extension (Extn) we added a single /64
IPv6 prefix to form the authority delegated to the router (consuming 38 octets)
[66]. Additional Extensions were the keyUsage (13 octets), authorityKeyIdentifier
(33) ad issuerAltName (35) [52]. Certificate Authority keys were assumed to be
2048 bits, and therefore the certificate lengths only varied by the subject router’s
public key length.
As can be calculated from the table, the lengths for these example certificates
are 854 and 986 octets respectively. If we assume placement of certificates into
SEND Certificate options, the RSA certificate for a router will consume:

lencertopt = 8 ∗ d(lencert + lencoptoh )/8e

(6.4)

With the example certificate for a 1024 bit router key, the certificate option
size is 864 octets. Along with a SEND solicited RA using the same sized keys and
one prefix information option, the total size is 1336 octets. This is an easy fit for an
Ethernet frame, and allows for up to five more prefix information options, or longer
names, prefixes or extensions in the certificate.
If we use the example 2048 bit certificate, the certificate option is 992 octets.
For a SEND RA using the same sized key, the size of the combined message is
1720 octets. This is not possible to send as a Router Advertisement on Ethernet
networks, but may be acceptable on some links with larger MTUs. It may be
possible to reduce the naming and extensions for such a certificate to very small
portions, although the cost in this case will always be greater than 1000 octets
because of the size of the keys and signatures. Such crippled certificates would only
be useful in the most restricted cases, and may be difficult to support.

CGA Options containing Certificates
As illustrated above, 1024 bit public key certificates fit easily in a SEND RA, otherwise the certificate’s fit is very close. 1024 bit RSA public keys are not considered
very strong any more for key exchange purposes [81]. Therefore it may be desirable
be able to fit certificates for larger keys into SEND Router Advertisement messages.
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In this environment, the keys are only being used for message signing, and are
supposed to then be retracted from use. Even so, for networks in the future there
may be significant financial gain possible by spoofing router traffic coming from a
particular public key . We must therefore consider the requirement for using larger
keys such as RSA 2048 bit keys (or stronger) as router keys [81].
As demonstrated above, large keys cause problems in this situation because
they are required to both sign the SEND message, and be present in the certificate. The certificate itself contains the same public key information as is present
in the CGA option, as these are typically transmitted separately, and must be tied
together.
A host implementation which was able to parse a certificate and extract its
subjectPublicKeyInfo would therefore reduce overhead by around lenpkinf o characters. Therefore as an optimization, it is suggested that the complete certificate is
transmitted instead of the public key information. Following this suggestion, we
suggest including the last-link certificate into the SEND CGA option, where the
public key normally goes.
The modified host would then have to ASN.1 parse the certificate before receiving the public key information, and checking the message’s integrity.
From Equation 6.2, we can replace the length of the public key information
with that of the entire certificate, and we get RA message lengths of 1424 octets
for the 2048 bit router key, and 1168 octets for the 1024 bit key. Both of these fit
into the Ethernet MTU, with some space for certificate size variation or additional
router discovery options.
It is recommended that these messages are responses to Router Solicitations
modified to carry Trust Anchor options (as described in Section 6.2.2. If that is the
case, backward compatibility is not an issue if the RA is unicast, as the modified
hosts would be able to parse RAs containing certificates. Placing certificates in
modified CGA Options therefore should be preferred to putting RFC3971 Certificate
Options with unmodified CGA Options into Router Advertisements because of the
bandwidth saved.
Finally, in the case where a certificate will still not fit, or a router prefers not to
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include them, it can fall back to service as described in Section 6.2.2, and schedule
a CPA.

6.2.4

Avoiding certificate transmission

In certain circumstances, a host may already have the current default router’s trust
configured, but may want to determine if link change has occurred [16]. While it
needs to include trust anchor information in RSs in order to elicit a certificate in
the case of link-change, it also wishes to avoid transmission of certificates where
trust already exists.
In the simplest case, where the number of visited cells per link averages > 1.028
(as in Section 4.3.4), this will reduce the cost of RA transmission, and avoid transmission of certificates by routers on the same link. This assumes an RA containing
a certificate with is about 1416 octets, and that the reduced RA size is about 244
octets.
Depending on the movement pattern, a host may arrive back at networks for
which it still has a cached trust chain and keying material but which aren’t the last
visited network.
In this case, it is more efficient to explicitly prevent delegation chain advertisement for a particular subnet. By extending the Detecting Network Attachment
Landmark Option to include other recently visited locations, it would be possible
to abbreviate the landmark response if link contained any one of the prefixes sent in
the Router Solicitation’s Landmark Option [74]. The responding Landmark Option
in the RA would contain just the present landmark prefix, and the host would use
cached keying material to verify the RA. This increase in the size of the Landmark
Option would increase solicitation cost, but would not necessarily increase the size
of the RA.
Below is illustrated the breakeven cost estimate for including prefixes beyond
the first in a Landmark option. The additional cost of transmitting security and
configuration options in an RA is designated sopt , while the cost of transmitting a
prefix landmark is described as sland . The cost of sending a Landmark list containing
recently visited networks if sxland . The rate of visitation v is the expected number
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of visits to cells covered by a network in the landmark list, before transiting outside
that domain. In order for landmark lists to improve handovers (compared to no
landmarks) the mean number of visited cells per full RA needs to be:

Pn
v≥

−(sland +

i=1 sopt,iP
, where
sxland ) + ni=1 sopt,i

sxland = 8 ∗ d(9 ∗ P + 3)/8e

(6.5)

Extensions which predict the function of such optimizations, and select heuristics for inclusion of prefixes in the extended landmark are left for future publication,
but their effect is expected to be highly dependent on topology and movement patterns.

6.3

Conclusions

In this chapter we define three new mechanisms to improve the performance of
Authorization Delegation Discovery for Secured Router Discovery.
Initially we described a mechanism which reduces the transmission of multiple
hundred octet certificates where a host already has a partial certificate chain. While
this needs further analysis, it has the potential to significantly reduce the cost of
certificate chain discovery.
Subsequently we presented two optimizations which each may be used to reduce the number of link-seizures by one, and reduce the overheads of an additional
packet’s transmission.
Finally, we presented a mechanism extending DNA landmarking schemes which
remove the need to send Authorization information for recently visited networks.
These four optimizations may be combined to provide instantaneous router
authorization upon Router Advertisement reception, and reduce the authorization
and router discovery exchange to a single pair of messages.
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks
In Chapter 1, it was hypothesised that a single change detection tool for wireless
IPv6 hosts could be made generally applicable, and still maintain sufficient qualityof-service to support real-time communications such as Voice-over-IP. As the basis of
network attachment detection in IPv6 networks, this thesis describes the operation
of IPv6 Router Discovery mechanisms and provides details of the challenges which
limit its applicability within the existing standards.
In order to test the hypothesis, the following tasks were performed:
• A mechanism was devised to describe change detection, which can be used to
consistently analyse properties of Link Identification schemes.
• The cost cost of several proposed Link Identification schemes was determined.
An illustration was made as to how an efficient combined scheme could be put
together.
• New schemes were developed and characterized to deliver change information
rapidly to hosts on wireless networks.
• Additional optimizations were designed to improve the security of the Router
Discovery mechanism to achieve fast and secure change detection signalling.
The thesis describes the outcome of these tasks. It reports how change detection can be achieved through storage and assessment of Router Advertisement message contents, and construction of augmented advertisements which display Message
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Order Independence (Chapter 3). Several proposed link-identification schemes are
shown to possess the message order independence property, and new, more efficient
schemes were designed which relied upon the Message Order Independence theory.
In Chapter 4, a number of candidate proposals for Link Identification are characterized in terms of overhead on the wireless medium. Scalability of the schemes
was examined for scenarios with multiple address prefixes, hosts and routers. A
recommendation as to the composition of the schemes was devised, as well as optimizations to be used in conjunction with security schemes.
Router Advertisement scheduling and performance are studied in detail in
Chapter 5. Operational requirements for handovers are described by examining
wireless handovers’ impact on applications, particularly VoIP. Existing schemes
were analysed and experimentally tested for their delay and bandwidth cost. Three
new schemes were tested thoroughly for their delay performance in networks without traffic, and those loaded with 200 packets per second. These were characterized
against delay and loss requirements for real-time voice. Finally, a no-cost improvement to the security of one of the schemes was provided.
Security mechanisms for change detection which take advantage of existing
standards were illustrated in Chapter 6. Several new optimizations which impact
both the number and size of transmitted messages were reduced, without significant impact on either processing overhead, or security. Along with prior chapters,
this provides reliable, efficient, fast and authoritative change detection message
exchanges with only two Router Discovery messages.
The effect of the combined measures described within this thesis are to provide reliable, secure and efficient change detection. This is illustrated by the fact
that change detection and authorization information can be delivered with a single
RS/RA exchange, and no induced delay. The measures provide sufficiently fast
change detection in order to support real-time applications, under the described
conditions.
The utility of this work is illustrated by the fact that ideas from this thesis
were contributed to the IETF’s Detecting Network Attachment (DNA) Working
Group1 . Implementations of both Link Identification and Fast Router Advertise1

Notable contributions were proofs of Message Order Independence, Link Identification scheme
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ment schemes are explained in detail. They provide a benchmark and comparison
point for implementors of the DNA protocol proposals.
The concept of link change detection in the Internet is an important one since
it allows a clear-cut separation between global communications protocols and local
connectivity reasoning. This means that other protocols can concentrate on the
operations they are most interested in: shipping packets end-to-end.

composition, and two FastRA schemes.
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Appendix A

Linux Kernel Scheduling
Operations and their impact on
Router Advertisement delivery
Scheduling of messages in certain operating systems affect the performance of message delivery. This Appendix illustrates the effect of scheduling on the operation of
Router Discovery in the Linux system.

A.1

Testing the Linux scheduling system

The following is a description of a series of tests used to characterize delay on a
pair of Linux kernels (2.4.19 and 2.6.10), and their effect on events generated in
response to uniformly distributed arrivals.
In scheduling network messages, protocols specify that packets are to be sent
with particular delays. Router operating systems have their own inherent task
scheduling systems, which service not only protocol message scheduling, but other
routing functions as well.
Scheduling of future responses for Router Advertisements is affected but the
operating system’s scheduling scheme. In Fast Router Advertisements schemes,
these delays may particularly affect the operation of protocols, when the scheduling
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granularity of the router’s system is a significant proportion of the total delay.
In the following tests, characteristics of the routers used in the experimental
testbed are described, and their effect on response RA delay tests illustrated.
The tests emulate the scheduling behaviour of the router advertising daemon
on Linux, and show how different scheduling systems in a router operating system
can affect delivery of messages.

A.1.1

Scheduling of Router Advertisements on Linux

In the Router Advertisement delay testing environment described in Sections 5.3
and 5.4, the RAs were being sent by a modified RADVD 0.7.3 system, running on
Linux 2.4.
At least one major router vendor has provided a router based on Linux1 , and
various Linux router projects are available which run on a variety of embedded and
PC hardware.
As such, systems using Linux for IPv6 routing, and other systems with similar
scheduling, may be affected by scheduling artefacts as described below.

A.1.2

Response scheduling modifications for tested scenarios

Scheduling of RAs in the FastRA tested RADVD was itself different to other examples of this program, available on the Internet.
Modifications were made to response delay mechanisms in order to implement
new FastRA delivery schemes. Particularly, while the scheduling mechanism required to provide delay for responses itself was not modified, the occasions upon
which it was used and the scheduling durations were themselves changed. All responses which were assigned zero delay were handled at solicitation arrival time
(with no further process initiated scheduling). This meant that packet responses
with a nominal zero scheduling delay did not get scheduled by the operating system, but were handled as a “top-half” interrupt, unaligned with kernel scheduling
boundaries.
1
Linksys WRT54G(L), which is being used with an experimental IPv6 capability:
http://www.research.earthlink.net/ipv6/
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All non-zero delays were performed using the POSIX select() system call.
This system call, may be used to wait for input on a number of files. When no files
are provided as arguments, the program delays for a duration limited by the time
value arguments only (in microsecond units).

A.1.3

Scheduling test setup

The key to illustrating variations in routers’ delivery of Router Advertisements is
to show how the delays requested by the advertising application are effected and
affected by the underlying system.
In Linux, delays may be performed using a number of system calls. RADVD
makes use of the select() system call to defer execution. This function allows
the system to specify millisecond granularity delays. In order to test the operating
system’s scheduling using the select() system call, a computer program was created, which made successive calls to that function. Tests were run on one of the
testbed routers running Linux, and another computer. All routers were configured
alike: 2.4.22 kernel, 2.4GHz Celeron with 256 MB RAM, with analogous routing
configurations. These routers displayed the same scheduling behaviour.
Another test was run on a desktop PC, a Pentium 4 1.4GHz, with 1 GB of
RAM, running Linux Kernel 2.6.10. Exactly the same test code was executed, and
with samples gathered across the range of [0, 200] ms. All devices under test were
predominantly idle during the sample period.
In the scheduling test, fifty scheduling operations were made at each millisecond value in the range [0, 200] ms, and the time before and after each scheduling
operation was noted. Results were recorded in an array, and after all samples were
made, results were printed.

A.1.4

Scheduling test results

Scheduling on the Linux 2.4.22 router displays a marked stepped period, where almost all scheduling operations consume a multiple of the Operating System scheduling unit (a “jiffy”: 10 ms), regardless of the actually specified number of milliseconds
requested.
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This is illustrated in Figure A.1, showing the delays experienced in scheduling
on the router ‘Grimaud’. This alignment on scheduling boundaries is primarily
caused by the small number of operations and idle nature of the host. As all
calls to select() occur a small number of operations after a previous return from
select(), the delayed process takes the rest of a jiffy duration in order to be
scheduled again, after its requested delay has elapsed.
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Figure A.1: Delays experienced in scheduling select() on a lightly loaded 2.4GHz
Celeron running Linux 2.4.22. Scheduling operations were conducted successively
for 50 samples for each unit millisecond.

Scheduling on the Linux 2.6.10 host illustrates that a completely different algorithm is being used by the operating system, compared to Linux 2.4.22. Whereas
earlier kernel versions checked for runnable processes at fixed scheduling intervals,
when the system is idle, the 2.6 kernel checks significantly more frequently [65].
This leads to a much smoother scheduling gradient, and scheduled operations being
aligned close to the requested millisecond, as shown in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2: Delays experienced in scheduling select() on a lightly loaded 1.4GHz
Pentium4 running Linux 2.6.10. Scheduling operations were conducted successively
for 50 samples for each unit millisecond.

A.1.5

Uniformly distributed arrivals

During the change detection process, Router Solicitation packets from hosts are
triggered by wireless propagation effects and link access procedures, which aren’t
related to the router’s operating system scheduling. As such, RS packets can arrive
at any point within the Linux kernel’s scheduling interval.
In order to illustrate the effect of RS packet arrival times, the scheduling tool
was modified to call the random() system call before each test, and then perform
a random number of XOR operations for uniformly distributed random delay of
between [0, 10] ms2 Times are counted from after xor operations cease, until the
process wakes up from its select call. As can be seen in Figure A.3, responses for
particular delays incur a variation in subsequently delay of 0-10 ms, away from the
2

the delay was generated by: random() % XOROPS TENMS xor operations per 10 ms on an
array element, where XOROPS TENMS was determined experimentally at 140000 for the host,
and 200000 for the router
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jiffy step time. This is analogous to the uniform delay spread seen in Figure 5.15,
for Probabilistic FastRA scheduling, which was likely induced by the arrival times
of wireless nodes being uniformly spread across the router’s jiffy interval.
schedtest_rnd_0_200_50_grimaud_2422 plot
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Figure A.3: Delays experienced in scheduling select() on a lightly loaded 2.4GHz
Celeron running Linux 2.4.22. Scheduling operations were conducted successively
for 50 samples for each unit millisecond, after a delay of between 0 and 10 ms,
generated by performing a uniformly distributed random number of operations.

Scheduling under Linux 2.6.10 was largely unaffected by the distribution in the
initial timing of the select() operation, as can be seen in Figure A.4. Variations in
delay are typically under one millisecond. It is conjectured that scheduling delayed
responses to Router Solicitations using Linux 2.6.10 would incur sub millisecond
scheduling delay variation.

A.1.6

Conclusions

The underlying scheduling algorithm of the operating system affects the scheduling of responding router advertisements. As illustrated, where scheduling requests
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Figure A.4: Delays experienced in scheduling select() on a lightly loaded 1.4GHz
Pentium4 running Linux 2.6.10. Scheduling operations were conducted successively
for 50 samples for each unit millisecond, after a delay of between 0 and 10 ms,
generated by performing a uniformly distributed random number of operations.

arrive uniformly distributed across the host’s scheduling interval, the delay experienced before scheduling a responding RA may vary within that interval.
For the Linux 2.4 kernel series, the variation is up to one Linux scheduling
increment or ‘jiffy’, which is 10 ms in the tested system. Similar delay spreads are
experienced with Probabilistic FastRA, which makes use of the same scheduling
mechanism in previous tests.
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Appendix B

Interactions with Duplicate
Address Detection
IPv6 devices undertaking address configuration for any new unicast address are
required to undertake a Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) test [101]. This test
probes the network to determine if there is another node which already holds this
address on the link. By default, a host is unable to use the address at all for packet
transmission or reception, while these tests are underway (typically for one second).
For globally scoped addresses, the prefix is only available at one point in the
routing infrastructure, so an address which is unique on-link, is also unique across
the global Internet. For link-local addresses, the Duplicate Address Detection check
tries to establish that no other device exists on the link. This is illustrated in Figure
B.1.
For hosts which are mobile within the Internet, the once-off uniqueness guarantees are not sufficient to prevent address collision for an address user which moves
to a new link.

B.1

Duplicate Address Detection and movement

When a host moves to a new link on the Internet, none of its configured global
addresses is valid any more, and none of its global addresses will collide with other
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Figure B.1: Uniqueness of link-local addresses tested with Duplicate Address Detection.

devices on the new link.
The link-local addresses, which were tested for uniqueness on the prior link,
are in violation of that uniqueness assumption when a host arrives on the new link.
Unconstrained use of these addresses on a new link may conflict with usage by
an existing device. That existing device may already have completed Duplicate
Address Detection at this location. This issue is illustrated in Figure B.2.
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Figure B.2: Uniqueness of link-local addresses is potentially violated if a host relocates to another link, and does not re-perform Duplicate Address Detection.

Given that the DNA operations make use of link-local addressed router and
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neighbour discovery messages, the delivery of unicast Router Advertisement messages to the host’s unicast link-local address is not possible, if standard Duplicate
Address Detection operations are in use [101].

B.2

Optimistic Duplicate Address Detection

Duplicate Address Detection operates using a series of probe and delay operations.
Address configuration is determined to have succeeded after a number of operation
cycles has completed.
Optimistic Duplicate Address Detection relaxes the constraints for address use
on a configuring host before all uniqueness tests have been performed. This address
use can occur so long as the operations are not permanently harmful to an existing
address owner [72].
This has the advantage in that address tests may be performed without significant delay to new or legitimate data flows. This is important if a host needs to
perform DNA signaling while DAD operations are occurring 1 .
The operations which are possible to use during Optimistic DAD, are “Neighbour Cache Safe” operations. That is, they do not override existing correct neighbour cache entries, and any incorrect entries they may create, are fixed by a responding address owner undertaking the DAD defence operation [72].
In Neighbour Discovery, solicitation messages containing the Source Link-Layer
Address Option (SLLAO) are neighbour cache unsafe. They overwrite existing entries on peer devices, regardless of the contents of the cache entries at the time. This
could replace valid MAC addresses in a peer’s neighbour cache entry, preventing
packet delivery to a legitimate address owner [76].

1

Given that most hosts only send a single multicast packet to perform the DAD test, and either
this or the response may be lost, the DAD check is hardly reliable. Using additional exchanges
in standard DAD costs additional time before packet transmission. With Optimistic DAD, the
lower cost of remaining in DAD allows for additional retransmission cycles with limited impact on
transmission. This raises the reliability of DAD overall.
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B.3

Router Solicitation without SLLAO

If a host wishes to perform DNA, and arrives at a new access point, it can run
Optimistic DAD, and use an address which is still being tested, optimistically.
A node may send a Router Solicitation with an optimistic source address, not
containing an SLLAO. This means that a router which does not have the host’s
link-layer address in its neighbour cache will have to perform address resolution
before a unicast RA may be delivered to the DNA host.
Alternatively, a host which does not have the MAC address of the host may
multicast an RA. Clearly, multicast responses may be delayed if the prior multicast
RA was within MinDelayBetweenRAs as described in the IPv6 Neighbour Discovery
standard [49][76] (and illustrated in Section 5.3).
Where a host moves to a new link, the existing routers are unlikely to have an
existing neighbour cache entry for the host, and therefore, the address resolution or
multicast delivery is on the critical path for DNA.
Assuming that the router would attempt to unicast the Router Advertisement,
it needs to resolve the DNA host’s MAC address using Neighbour Solicitation and
Advertisement. The complete exchange requires 4 packets including Router Solicitation and Advertisement to deliver DNA information to the host. Loss of any
single packet will delay the DNA process by more than a second [76]. This is especially pertinent as the multicast Neighbour Solicitation from the router will be
travelling over the wireless medium and may not easily be acknowledged by a recipient (either incurring blind retransmission, lower transmission rates or potentially
lower reliability2 [28][35]).
Such exchanges are therefore likely to be much more brittle than a 2 packet
exchange, such as is possible if the SLLAO is present in the Router Solicitation.

2

It is notable that the Router Solicitation, which is network-layer multicast more reliably transmitted at the MAC layer when travelling toward the Access Point (AP) in IEEE 802.11. This
is because the ingress AP is uniquely identified in the link-layer frame, and may acknowledge
reception.
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B.4

Tentative Options for Link-Layer addresses

A solution to reduce reliance on address resolution for optimistically addressed
hosts, is to use a neighbour cache safe version of the SLLAO. These options, called
Tentative options for Link-Layer addresses, have been described in an InternetDraft3 [27].
These options may be used in Router Solicitations to create a link-layer address
mapping on routers which do not have an existing conflicting neighbour cache entry.
A conflicting neighbour cache entry is a valid neighbour cache entry which contains
a different link-layer address than that contained in the Tentative Option. Thus,
the optimistic host cannot override an existing entry, but will create a new entry
and avoid address resolution messages when delivering a unicast RA.
Routers which do not recognize the new option will act as if the RS contained
no SLLAO, operating as described in the previous section. In that case, the transmission of the 8 additional octets is wasted.
Where both hosts and routers support the Tentative Option and Optimistic
Duplicate Address Detection, as soon as a host has joined a new access-point, it
may receive authoritative DNA information within a single message pair exchange,
with no induced delay [74].

3
The author of this document is one of the authors of the IETF draft, which is now being
amalgamated into the standardized DNA solution protocol.
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